*BHUTAN*

A wooden image of Shabdrung Ngawang Namgyal (1594-1651) whose “undiminished determination to
carry on his task of state-building” unified the fiefdoms of Bhutam for the first time into a single state
shortly before his death. He also sought to create a Bhutanese cultural identity distinct from that of Tibet
(from which it was derived, and from which he himself had emigrated to Bhutan in 1616 at the invitation of
their chief guardian deities at age 24). He also established the divided executive authority which still
governs the country to this day—in which the Je Khenpo presides over the religious institutions and the
Druk Desi administers Bhutanese secular affairs. About him W preserves the following note: “In 1627, the
first European visitors to Bhutan (the Portuguese Jesuits Estevao Cacella and João Cabral) found the
Shabdrung to be a compassionate and intelligent host, of high energy and fond of art and writing. In
keeping with his position as a high lama he was also meditative and had just completed a three-year silent
retreat. He was proud to have the Jesuits as guests of his court and was reluctant to grant them permission
to leave and offered to support their proselytizing efforts with manpower and church-building funds, but
they pressed on to Tibet in search of the apostate church said to be isolated in the heart of central Asia.”
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By good pronouncements, beneficial to religion and the state,
Mighty ’Jigs-med Grags-pa\fn{Apparently the name of one of Buddha’s reincarnations:H} protect
In the centre of the ocean, the realm of the dKar-rgyud
Which is sustained by the way of deliverance in the Land of Medicine!\fn{ A common euphamism for Bhutan}
Virtuous and all-encompassing sound of the Dharmacakra,\fn{ The Body of the Doctrine}
Excellent river of extensive teaching in your three bodies,\fn{ The other two are the Body of Bliss and the Manifested Body}
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Son of Suddhodana,\fn{The father of Shakyamuni, one of the names of the historical Buddha} skilled in action in the ocean of
realms,
With sweet-sounding series of the triple gem\fn{Buddha, Dharma and Sangha, i.e., the man, his teachings, and his order of
monks:H} rule over my head.
I bow to those known as the dKar-brgyud-pa, holders of the enjoyment of all the mandalas;
The matchless company who rain down these very precious things, profound and vast, of the way of deliverance
As far as the ends of the sky in the ten directions of space; who are completely filled with magical stores of jewels
By the lord of the Nagas, who exercises the perfect wisdom, the fulfilled desire pertaining to the extensive Three
Assemblages.\fn{Presumably a reference to the three “Paths of Assembling Merit”: small, middle and great }
I bow to the succession of ancestral Dharmarajas,
Those who ruled with the treasure of immeasurable kindness
And beneficial, undiminishing authority in that Cool Land\fn{Tibet}
By means of the three kinds of wisdom,\fn{Probably the memory of one’s abodes in previous lives, divine sight, and the knowledge that one’s afflictions are ended} which have the the power of loving kindness.
In particular I do obeisance at the feet of the one possessed of the lineage
Of the melody of clouds\fn{An analogous expression referring to the Thunder-Dragon School of Buddhism} [that resembles]
the sweet sound of a banner waved strongly,
Of the winged vulture which reaches as far as [its destination in a day]
By means of the doctrines pertaining to the essence of secret truth.\fn{ Bhutan is sometimes called the Land of the ThunderDragon:H}
*
Oh Ye-shes mGon-po lCam-dral,\fn{A reference to Mahakala and his consort} who brings to an end
The wars of malignant spirits who injure the teachings,\fn{ One of the powers of this titular deity in Vajrayana Buddhism (also
known as Tantric Buddhism, brought in AD747 from Afghanistan to Tibet and Bhutan by the Indian master Padmasambhava); the others
being “to keep the site of the ritual free from impure thoughts and actions; to guide and protect the individual practitioner from all kinds of
deception and delusion; to bestow the power to overcome life struggles; and to eliminate one’s obstacles and impediment that hinders” }

Armed with a circle of magic swords,
Remember the oath you took to sever the lives of enemies.
Since the appearance or non-appearance of benefit and happiness throughout the realm
Depends on whether state laws are promulgated in accordance with religion,
As to authority for governing the state by means of the Dharmacakra;
What else is there for it but to hold to the teachings of the Buddha as a model?
On that account the golden womb of Muni’s scriptures,
The divine action of the fourfold\fn{Pacifying, enriching, overpowering, destroying} wheel of Brahma,
Was enjoyed meritoriously
By the discriminating Mahasammata.\fn{According to Buddhist tradition, the first monarch of the world}
*
In accordance with these words, in general the happiness of all beings who are as limitless as the sky’s extent
depends on those very places where a Buddha’s teachings have spread. In particular, for us of the age of it is the
teachings of the Sãkya king or the laws established by that same teacher [which hold sway]. In that regard, the
precious doctrines known as the Sravaka discipline, the Bodhisattva discipline and the Sugata discipline have
been upheld, guarded and diffused; externally, the state laws of proper conduct, internally the Sangha which sys tematises the explanation and realisation [of the teachings] and, secretly, the ocean of oath-bound divinities with
real and magical powers have progressively protected and guarded them. So to this day they exist, having the
quality of an unimpaired, slowly flowing heavenly stream.
Thinking of that, the Bhagavat said in the Suvarnaprabhasa sutra”
For the benefit of myself and others
I shall protect the land with pure religion.
If the practice of deceit should become apparent
It shall be stopped by punishments that accord with religion.

In accordance with these words, since a degree of strictness [in the administration] of the state laws is most im portant for the fortunes of the Buddha’s teachings, the state laws and the customs of the successive rulers must be
maintained unimpaired.
In that respect, as to the origins of the lineages of precious royal families: before the world and its inhabitants
came into being, the great Brahmã of the golden womb was produced as the spontaneous appearance of activity in
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the heavenly palace of the gods of clear light.
From him there spread out in succession the clear light of the third realm, the seventeen abodes in the realm of
form and the essence of the six groups of gods of desire.
Finally, after he had descended to Jambudvipa, by his favour the first [ruler to appear was] King Mahasammata, in whose family the so-called “five ancient kings” and the five classes of Cakravartin kings [came forth].
In the succession of their royal lineage they came to be known, from [various] causes, as the lineage of the
lksvaku and also as the Sakya lineage. It is said in the Maya that among them, from King Mahasammata to Prince
Rahula, there were one million one hundred and ten thousand five hundred generations of kings.
After [the time of] the Dharmaraja Moka, when many of these had gone by, [there appeared] gNya’-khri bT san-po, the first of the kings of the Tibetan land, and in his royal lineage [there arose] the so-called “Seven Khri in
the Sky”, “Two Ireng of the World Above”, “Six Legs of the Intermediate Space”, “Eight Me on the Earth” and
“Three bTsan of the Underworld”.
*
In the twenty-seventh generation of these kings lHa-tho-tho-ri sNyan-btsan, the incarnation of Arya-Samantabhadra, came forth and the holy religion was begun.
After Srong-btsan sGam-po, the lord of the world, had come forth in the fifth generation from him, in ruling by
means of joining together the ten cycles of a Tathagata with the ten cycles of a Dharmaraja, from [the time of]
Khri Srong-lde’u-btsan the Manjusri, his son and the line of his successors, [down till the time of] the ruler Khri
Ral-pa-can who was the chief of the secret host, and others, all the realms of Devavan in the country of Tibet were
governed by means of holy religion.
Not only there but also in the countries of India, China, Kashmir, Khotan and Nepal the white parasol of the
precious doctrine of the Buddha was placed on the spokes of the wheel of state laws.
As for the fact that they thereby remained for a long time as fields of virtue, it is mentioned in scripture:
The good religious observances of humans
Form the basis of holy dharma
The practice of the dharma together with its basis
Will gain one happiness on happiness.

As it thus happened, Arya-Avalokitesvara himself, the embodiment of all the Buddhas’ compassion, incarnated
himself in the Dharmaraja Srongbtsan sGam-po who clearly laid down by means of many legal observances what
was to be abstained from and what was to be adopted and so he turned the realm of Tibet into a pure land.
Likewise the Realm of Four Approaches existed as the field of conversion for the family of his own reincarna tion who was known as Ye-shes rDo-rje,\fn{ The effective founder of the Brug-pa (Thunder-Dragon) School (1161-1211) } [also
known as] the Hierarch gTsang-pa rGya-ras-pa who possessed the name of his lineage and of his apparel and who
was the object of worship by beings, gods and humans [alike]; thus did he [gTsang-pa rGya-ras-pa] give a
prophecy to Pha-jo ’Brug-sgom Zhig-po\fn{Said to have been the first Thunder-Dragon School teacher in Bhutan } as a sign
that he would go there himself in the future.
And so he [gTsang-pa rGya-ras-pa] took birth according to his will in an incarnation body within his own
stainless lineage and came forth as the one named the Glorious ’Brug-pa Rin-po-che, the Powerful Ngag-gi dbang-po Phyogs-las-rnam-rgyal ’Jigs-med-grags-pa.
To him the blood-drinking king Ye-shes mGon-po lCam-dral together with his proud army offered this Great
Southern Realm of Four Approaches in the manner of a religious estate and accepted orders to fulfil his actions.
Bearing in mind the prophecy which the Mahavidyadhara Padmasambhava had also made, saying:
Having founded a home in the womb cavity of the South
Rivers will disperse to the four quarters at the named doors

he turned the bridle of his horse of the four actions towards the great city of the Medicine Land, the sphere of con version of the Glorious ’Brug-pa Rin-po-che, the Bodhisattva bDud-’jorns rDo-rje.
Having defeated the four atrocious demons\fn{The demons of suffering, obscuration, death and desire:H } together with
their disorderly battle lines and having gained control of the upholding, guarding and diffusing of the stainless
theocracy of the dual system,\fn{Of religious and secular government} he began the laying out of vast numbers of
“triple supports”\fn{Images, books and stupas, classified as physical, verbal and mental supports of the faith, in that order } and and
temples, and subjected to his authority all the districts of the South. Having introduced laws where there had been
no southern laws and fixed handles where there had been no handles on pots,\fn{ Alluding to the bringing of material benefits of civilization to Bhutan} he constrained by means of religious laws like a silken knot and pressed down with state
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laws as with the weight of a golden yoke.
Beginning [from the time of] the introduction of the great law of the dual system, the successive rulers also
preserved intact the observance of state laws in accordance with religion and it is due to this that the possibility
has arisen for all subjects of the Realm of Four Approaches to enjoy themselves in the glory of happiness and con tentment. This being so, there is a need for maintaining unimpaired the practices of the early royal lineage.
*
Now, foremost in the legal code of the great Dharmaraja [there occurs] the law of not taking life, man-slaughter-fines for the dead and the living; the law of not taking without being given—the hundredfold restitution for
stealing religious goods, the eightyfold restitution for the king’s goods, with the eightfold restitution for the goods
of subjects; the law of not committing adultery with married women, with fines for fornication and penalties for
adultery or rape; the law of abstaining from falsehood, the law of calling the guardian deities to witness when
swearing oaths etc., and in general, in addition to abstaining from the Ten Unvirtuous Actions, showing filial re spect for one’s father and mother and due respect to sramanas\fn{ Devotees of non-Vedic religions movements separate from
but parallel to the historical Vedic religion } and brahrnins, honouring the elders of the family, returning kindness done to
oneself by others, abstaining from false cheating with regard to weights and measures—he performed this enact ment by law of the Sixteen Pure Rules of Human Conduct.
In that manner the so-called “regulation of [public] order” of Zhabs-drung Rin-po-che acted in previous times
throughout the whole of this land of the South as a most sacred example of a legal code pertaining to the dual system; however, in the meantime this regulation of [public] order has been largely treated with indifference and if
such things are left to continue in that manner, laws relating to what should and should not be done are not practi cable.
If there is no law, happiness will not come to beings.
If beings do not have happiness there is no point in the Hierarchs of the ’Brug-pa upholding the doctrine of the
dual system.
Therefore, holding the precious doctrine in one’s heart, it is necessary to enact legal observances like those of
the Dharmarala Srong-btsan sGam-po which establish a justice devoid of bias or partiality. Furthermore:
The happiness of beings depends on the doctrine
And the doctrine on beings who uphold it.

Thus it happened, and so for beings who uphold the doctrine there is cause for desiring an establishment of
happiness in the doctrine and among beings by setting up whatever is fundamental to a dual system [of legal administration] under which all beings are looked upon as an only child.
*
Yet nowadays, due to sheer obstinate wickedness on the part of various persons [characterised by] bad, con fused thoughts and lack of due measure, the bodeful laws have been repudiated.
Without thinking for a moment about discrimination between good and evil, or between cause and effect,
penalties and summary confiscations have been meted out for the sake of [acquiring] wealth by making false accusations against the innocent, beating and tying them with ropes and throwing them into dungeons, and all the
“patrons” have really become ghosts in the land of humans.
The beneficial, enchanted lake of the state laws has been stirred into turbidity by many evil deeds not consonant with the doctrines, such as plain trickery, including bribery, on the part of a few wealthy and important people who include among them [village] counsellors and messengers [who do this] while speaking sweet sounding
deceits in pretence of respecting officialdom; also uprisings of subjects pushed towards the capital by some of
them [with] all sorts of truths and untruths.
Therefore, having investigated in detail what is what, the chief master of the laws should turn towards good legal usages that distinguish religion from irreligion. As it is said:
The Jina skillful in all things
Should consider well his servitors.
With application to truth and religion
He should always protect the provinces.

Since it is necessary therefore to preserve the state laws in accordance with religion, acts of evil that transgress
religion are to be suppressed; the pursuit of terminating all such things as selfishness, anger, fecklessness, wild behaviour, fierce oaths, contempt, the “Seven Defects” and the “Ten Realms” is the intention of the sutras and
tantras.
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According to the word of the Buddha himself:
By cutting to pieces these things,
The sojourn in hell will become short,
There will be no obstacles to achieving yoga,
The power of the Mahyana will expand
And the Buddhist doctrines will extend.

Thus it was said, and in the Northern Medicine Land of Sala the Dharmarajas who came forth in early times
were certainly nothing other than Bodhisattvas and abodes of grace.
But later one section of [Tibetan] rulers, as a result of their severe favouritism [characterised by] frenzy and
evil temperaments, oppressed both the Kar-ma-pa School and the ’Brug-pa School as much as possible and even
achieved their will [by promulgating] ordinances to the effect that since the order of these schools was evil they
were to be annihilated. For example:
Even though the jackal howls with arrogance,
The lion bears [him] compassion.

Or again:
The great being examines his own faults;
The bad man looks for faults in others.

It was as said in these words.
Similarly, even in this state of the Southern Land a few have fallen into selfishness and so the time draws near
when the hundred white petals of the doctrine of religious and secular government will close.
Exhorting, therefore, from one’s innermost heart the sense of duty that cannot bear [to see] the doctrine repudi ated before one, it is necessary to take after the wisdom and courage of the Bodhisattva Pañcasikha, Khri Sronglde-btsan, for the sake of protecting and of upholding, guarding and diffusing this white parasol of the action of
religious and secular law.
*
[Here ends] the preliminary introduction to the general fundamentals of the theocratic rule of the Glorious ’Brugpa Rin-po-che, the Mighty Ngag-gi dBang-po. May the first virtuous blessing contained herein fill the whole
world.
2

Those who hold the authority of royal measures taken
In this happy and prosperous world,
May these great beings diffuse from here
The fragrance of their deeds on the Malaya winds.
Now, as to the chief actions befitting a sDe-srid Phyag-mdzod, who is the illuminator of the doctrine of the
joint system\fn{Of religious and state law} and master of the practice of legal observances, the Bhagavat has said in
the sutras:
If the king becomes enamoured of religion,
It is the path to happiness both in this and future lives
Subjects will also act as the king acts;
Therefore he must learn how to live in accord with religion.

Also the Second Buddha\fn{Padmasambhava} has said:
A pure parental lineage, many supporting subjects,
Noble behaviour, heed to promises made in an oath-list,
Ability to guard one’s dominion and possession of an army to overcome one;s enemies,
These are the requisites of an excellent king, a great man.

In accordance with these words, since this southern range is itself the unequalled and glorious ’Brug-pa Rinpo-che’s field of conversion, there is a definite need for not inferior designs to further the happiness of beings and
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of the doctrine by honouring on high the lotus feet of the Mighty Ngag-gi dBang-po, the Jina’s ruler.
Since the sangha is the basis of the Buddhist doctrine, measures should be taken to do it honour as the occasion arises, giving pure exhortations towards [the cultivation of] the meditational procedures of the utpatti-krama
and sarnpanna-krama\fn{The Stages of Generation and the Stages of Perfection in tantric yoga } including the Ten Religious
Practices and the study of sacred dance, mandalas and chanting. Textual examinations on studies completed by
the students of grammar and poetry and by the College of Logic should be held at frequent intervals and rewards
should be given in accordance with the works.\fn{ On which they are examined} An annual proclamation should be issued to the effect that instead of otherwise squandering whatever material objects there are in all the residences,
they are to be used as offerings to the [Triple] Gem, including the body, speech and mind-supports of the Jina, and
for the upkeep of the sangha.
In the College of Crafts and also among the bodyguards and household servitors, examinations are to be held
in accordance with their respective work in which emphasis should be placed on the Ten Religious Practices con sisting of writing, making offerings, giving alms and so forth; and they should be employed in whatever works of
service are undertaken for the doctrine.
When, in carrying out a daily investigation into the general welfare of the subjects, [it becomes evident that it
is] favourable or unfavourable, they should be brought exclusively to states of happiness. Enquiries should be entered into concerning how in time gone by the wisdom of good counsel caused subjects to adhere to the laws of
the Ten Rules of Virtuous Conduct [and how this could also be done] in the future [such as was done in the past
by] the enactment of prohibitions against hunting and fishing and so on, whereby killing and thieving were abstained from in the various districts.
Since the victory or defeat of worldly welfare depends chiefly on judgements passed on litigation and on [mat ters concerning] taxation, corvée and the [compulsory] transportation of [government] loads, strict measures
should be taken continuously in order to enquire into and root out any prejudiced relations that have been formed
with an eye to [the acquisition of] food and wealth, whoever it may be [who indulges in this], great or small. The
ability to call the state laws to witness must be given prime importance, without being influenced solely by what
is said by [the incumbents to the offices of] rdzong-dpon, mgron-gnyer, spyi-bla and others who are wealthy and
important, and [without being influenced] by the selfishness of personal servants in [one’s own] retinue.
In this regard, as to the officials on the frontiers of the four borders, just as the happiness of the centre depends
on the outer limits, if the terms of a treaty should be violated, one’s own laws being treated laxly and acts of brig andage by one’s own people occurring on the other side, not only will we meet with reprisals for these things but
also it will turn into a serious transgression against the doctrine and beings in general. Lest this should happen, or ders are to be issued repeatedly concerning the need for peaceful conduct.
Furthermore, if there should be any “patrons” in any of the districts under the administration of a fort who are
particularly oppressed by [the need to render] grass-tax and wood-tax, such persons must be allowed to take
charge of [government] horses and supply grass-tax at rates of liability fixed according to the custom which prevailed in previous times.
In brief, one must know the mechanism which illuminates the mastery of controlling at one time the play of the
Four Actions\fn{Of pacifying, multiplying, ruling and subduing } [in order to fulfill], externally, the means by which the
subjects are brought to happiness; internally, the commission of all officials; and in truth, the good deeds which
diffuse the Three Refuges [and] the monastic community. In The Mighty Lion’s Roar it is said:
In the centre a peaceful circle, on the outside a square,
Prospering with the works of the four conch-shells,
The lion’s roar which subjugates the three realms,
Turning the wheel of the magic-working sword.

And in The Razor which Defeats the Enemies of the Doctrine it is said:
Any malignant being
Will be overtaken by magic power like a debt.
Bring down like a meteorite
Powerful works of destructive magic upon him.

As it is thus commanded, the custom of heaping good on good is instituted.
If the heaping of evil on evil is not brought to an end, the state laws will not be able to spread in accordance
with religion and so the principal requirement of a king is the fair discharge of state law.
Moreover, just as one speaks of “the law beloved of the king”, so if a single king administers the law fairly he
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can bring his subjects to happiness in a single day.
Now, the fact that the succession of ancestral Dharmarajas in previous times sustained the beings of the Cool
Land by means of the simultaneous discharge of religious and secular authority and the fact that Zhabs-drung Rinpo-che was able to tame this wild area of the South, is due to the power [they obtained through] administering
state laws in accordance with religion.
In general the reason for instituting state laws is for the very sake of the happiness of subjects in the various
districts. In particular it is for the purpose of upholding, guarding and diffusing the sangha which [abides to] the
Vinaya rules of the Buddha and [forms] the basis of the doctrine.
However, in the meantime it has declined in some of its aspects and monks have broken their vows, taken life,
taken that which is not given, and so forth. Although acting as the cause of the doctrine’s decay [such persons] are
not rooted out. Not only is this a bad example but it will also cause the good path of the doctrine and of beings to
decline as prophesied:
When the Vinaya rules decline the land is filled with oath-breakers.
This causes the happiness of beings to diminish.

And:
When religious law is discarded the main protector departs to heaven.
It is broken to pieces by the exhalations of the demon brothers.
When the religious customs of humans are discarded the gods decline.
The classes of black devils laugh “Ha ha!”

Moreover the Tathagata himself has said in the Suryagarbha Sutra that the laws of monks during the final age
of decline will accord with the laws of the state. Accordingly, from this time on when things have become intol erable for us, punishments are to be meted out in conformity with the customs of the Vinaya in right measure [for
each] fault against the monastic precepts and it is certain that [such monks] must be deprived of their tokens of office and their robes.
Furthermore, this evil sustenance called tha-ma-kha\fn{Tobacco} which is a cunning trick prepared by demons,
is now being used continuously by all the people and the peasants, including the bodyguards and menials; not
only does this pollute the body, speech and mind-supports but also it causes the gods above to decline, it disturbs
the spirits of intermediate space and injures the ngas of the underworld.
From this cause there continuously arises in the world the fate of diseases, wars and famines and so it conforms with many prophecies given by the great teacher Padmasambhava.
If people in any of the districts should be found to be indulging in the trading and smoking of tobacco, this ruinous sustenance, and if this practice is not forcibly eliminated by the rdzong-dpon, mgron-gnyer, government
representatives and officials, the village counsellors and messengers, then things will definitely fall on their own
heads. The officials on the Indian frontier must prohibit [the import of tobacco] at the duars themselves. Control
through these measures is important.
Similarly, when accounts are heard about the unequal and varying degrees of welfare among subjects during
these present times, rather as a result of the karmic propensities of beings in the Age of Degeneration, and if [a
ruler] should then discard with indifference those means towards the obtainment of happiness that do exist, then
what difference is there between him and a king of devils?
Apart from planting the staff of the Three Truths before one and calling upon the [Triple] Gem to act as one’s
witness, if anyone at all, whoever he might be, has shown partiality and discrimination in his judgements on litigation or in matters of taxation, corvée and so on, then it is certain that he himself will meet with severe laws.
That one should act in such a manner, it has been said in the scriptures:
Protecting the realm by whatever means,
Taming the hated enemy,
And not forsaking the hopes of the subjects:
Do these quickly during your lifetime.

And:
The rough tamed the rough
But how will the gentle be able to tame?
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In accordance with these words, one must cut off at its roots the karmic effect of deeds while forever striving
in virtuous actions. Evil criminals should not be regarded with compassion but retributions [should be visited
upon their] bodies and souls [in order that] the future practice [of such deeds] be eliminated. If, however, on account of shame and pity they are allowed to continue, malevolent persons will multiply.
That being so and since it is just as it has been said that Buddhahood [subsists] under the law beloved of the
king, when it comes to be established [by a ruler], on the basis of either what he has himself seen or of what he
has heard of in reports, that the different grades of officials who reside in the rdzong and the government representatives either have or else have not been administering the state laws to the subjects in accordance with religion,
they are forthwith to be either eliminated or supported; and it must be known that this is a duty of the successive
sDe-srid Phyag-mdzod. Furthermore:
If a holy man is appointed chief
Aims are realised and happiness is gained.

In accordance with these words, Buddhahood comes from a reigning king.
As to the order of employment of those holding the authority of the Dharmaraja who upholds the doctrine--the
mgron-gnyer, the rdzong-dpon of the seats of residence and the three spyi-bla [of sPa-gro, Krong-sar and Dardkar-nang]—rGyal-dbang Kun-mkhyen ’Brug-pa [=Padma dKar-po] has said:
Devotion to the lord on high and affection for the subjects below,
Noble behaviour, gentle speech and a pious disposition,
In combat brave and able to take others on;
These are the requisites when fulfilling the great commissions of a king.

Accordingly, on arrival in a place to which he has been transferred, [an official] should give reports on the
merits and defects of government in its external, internal and middling undertakings [in that place] ; [this should
be done] in general as a service rendered to the theocratic rule of the Glorious ’Brug-pa Rin-po-che, the Bodhisattva Ngag-gi dBang-po who is the crown ornament of those [living in] the age of decline, and in particular as
a primary act of reverence of special value for the orders received on high from the great ruler.
Detailed reports should be submitted on the accounts for previous expenditure on ritual ceremonies performed
for the benefit of the doctrine and of beings and on the welfare of the district; also any very troublesome suits concerning the frontiers.
Regarding law-suits, honest statements which do not contradict each other and which clearly distinguish truth
from falsity are to be submitted without being swayed by bribes and great haughtiness.
*
When it becomes necessary to receive petitions from or have personal meetings with people who [pursue]
philosophical systems different [from our own], including those from India, Nepal and Tibet, careful enquiries
should be addressed to such persons, in accordance with [the outcome of which] help should be rendered to them.
Persons who have worked for the doctrine should not be made despondent but brought to the notice of the ruler
and raised to official posts in accordance with their merits.
Continually holding enquiries into the internal discipline of the storekeepers, the officials, the craftsmen, those
entitled to ride horses, the bodyguards and cooks, they should be placed in shifts as of previous custom.
No person great or small should be entrusted with government powers if he [takes credit for] the good while
blaming others for the evil he has himself committed.
When one comes to perform governmental duties one should endeavour as much as possible to fulfil them
meticulously just as if they were identical with one's own private affairs.
*
As to matters of great importance and significance, one should not decide on them oneself without having re quested instructions.
Since [however] to submit many reports concerning evil crimes and unimportant matters of no significance
would disturb the concentration [of the ruler], it is unfitting to do more than decide on these matters oneself.
Giving admonishments which inculcate the observance of the Ten Rules of Virtuous Conduct among the sub jects while looking to their general welfare and so on, one should accept the command to fulfil on a broad scale
acts [such as these] which can accomplish simultaneously the Four Actions.
*
Furthermore, lest decay on the border should lead to internal destruction and in accordance with the saying:
“Cleaning of the fortress without; hoarding and depositing [of provisions] in the stores within; furnishing armour
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and weapons in between [since] there is no certainty when the enemy will come, do not minimize preparations”—
so vigilant heed should be taken against enemies by watching and listening on the frontiers wherever they may be
and without regard to their distance [from the fortress.]
Also when it is necessary to take part in fierce warfare [one should display] the brilliance of great and confi dent bravery like a lion amidst wild beasts, by means of steadfast and prudent methods [using] humility, intelli gence and alertness, [these] three, with resoluteness, courage and wisdom—these three [qualities]—which look
only to the precious lama as the essential refuge and to the doctrine’s gain.
By these means the soldiers, each with a full set of armour, weapons and helmet and with a horse [apiece] are
to be arrayed in the battle line where abundant revels should be held, at the conclusion of which dispositions [are
to be made] as the occasion demands.
Once one’s own side has summoned forth its courage and dexterity and once [one has oneself] become a leader
capable àf surprising the hostile army, then the enemy side is to be destroyed to ashes.
Since, however, it would be a frightful crime if the body, speech and mind-supports of the Jina [belonging to
the enemy] should be burnt, wrecked and smashed, such actions are to be stopped at their inception.
Booty obtained in the battle line may be carried off by those who obtain it.
When handing out weapons, orders are to be circulated to the effect that turquoises, houses and land properties
will be granted to those champions who can take on a hundred [of the enemy].
Those who have killed one or two persons should be treated according to their merits and given “hero sashes”,
mantles and so on.
With regard to the commanders, “arrow captains”, officers, quartermasters, armourers and soldiers, since there
are many tactical dispositions to be prepared when they enter upon fierce warfare, it is vital that these should be
arranged promptly.
*
Above all,the ability to establish the cohesion of good relations between the ruler and his subjects is required
when undertaking government work. As it is said:
An intelligent and honest minister
Fulfils all the interests of the ruler and his subjects.

And:
When petty-minded, ill-advised people quarrel
An intelligent person restores them to happiness by skillful means.

In accordance with these words, those rdzong-dpon and mgron-gnyer who take part in deliberations and those
followers who attend on the lord, whoever they may be, should give reports without concealment about those ex ternal businesses that are not being considered within [the court] and observe a strict watch on their thought and
speech to avoid conveying outside the internal discussions [of the court].
As for the companion of clear intellect and few words,
If slanders are committed they are like pieces of wood that have been misplaced.

And:
Someone who can be trusted with secret counsels is a friend;
If told to others they are unimpedable.

In accordance with these words the butlers-in-chief, stewards-in-chief and others must have pure hearts. If they
do not act in that manner, then:
Even more than by enemies are great men
Harmed by their retinues.

Similarly, the household guards should not be careless during daytime and must not take breaks too soon or too
late; they must make their general behaviour conform in body, speech and mind to religious principles. Accord ingly, at times when it is required to show unerring discernment in one’s choice of action [according to] the laws
of the Mighty Ngag-gi dBang-po [which contain] the fundamentals of government administration in its external,
internal and intermediate aspects, then just as water is not clear when disturbed at its source:
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If the king himself does not render honour
Even the Omniscient One will not be held in esteem.

In accordance with these words, apart from the sDe-srid Phyag-mdzod at the head who is master of the law and
who should conform to the above [principles], the rdor-’dzin of Gangs-ri and other [officials are to be accorded]
identical entitlements and customary privileges.
The rdzong-dpon and the mgron-gnyer are required to eat their meals together in the kitchen.
Alterations are not to be made from previous practice with regard to the privileges of the store-keepers and of ficers, whoever they may be.
All those entitled to the various sorts of “white rations”\fn{ Apparently white rice is meant, lower grades receiving a
coarser grained reddish rice} are not permitted to eat turn by turn, earlier or later [instead of together]. All the rdzongdpon of the provinces, the rgya-drung of the east and west and moreover those of the rank of phyi-mgron whether
they are major or minor [government] representatives, belong to the class of [those entitled to] “white rations”,
except in the case of the various customary privileges\fn{ That are admissable in terms of a special feast } when taking up
residence.\fn{Past footnote 74 [which occurrs here and seems to be a commentary or an alternative Bhutanese text—supplied by one
“LN”, listed on page four as “Slob-dpon Nag-mdong (informant)”—either on, or if an actual text, for that upon which the preceeding trans lation is based] the remainder of the author’s footnotes (75-100) are not to be found. Strictly speaking this does not matter, since The Proto col is concerned only with the words of the author of any of its literary components, not those of their translator(s) or editors; but it is al ways nice for the human being to be able to understand as much as he or she can of what it is he or she is reading—or compiling:H }

Not more than three or four attendants are to be taken with one when it is necessary to go on government duty
to try law-suits.
Detailed accounts must [be rendered] to the ruler [in compliance with] proclamations that are issued annually
regarding [the revenue to be derived in terms of] grain, goods and wealth; [these accounts are to be drawn up] in
respect of each district under the administration of a rdzong, whether great or small, on the basis of the appointment and dismissal of old and new servants, the specific measure of grain realised from the ecclesiastical estates,
the specific amount of taxes and “initiation fees” obtained from the “patrons” and the entertainment allowances
[reckoned] in accordance with the number of servants.
Throughout the districts keys should be held only by the store-keeper in person and not entrusted to one’s own
kinsmen.
With the exception of the team of craftsmen, it is not permitted to give [ration-]salaries to any person, strong or
weak.
If the contents of the granaries and store rooms in each of the districts under the administration of a rdzong are
left for a long time they go to waste; annual distributions should therefore be made to the subjects, the matter be ing reported to the ruler. In performing measures such as this simply and solely to bestow happiness, one should
take after the Dharmarajas Mu-ne bTsan-po and Khri Ral-pa-can who on three occasions reduced the disparities of
joy and misery among the beings of the Land of Snow.\fn{ Tibet; the country is so referred to in the first text of the four that
make up this book:H}
*
[Here ends] the middle main section concerning the general fundamentals of [the system whereby] the ministers
administer the theocratic rule of the Glorious ’Brug-pa Rin-po-che, the Mighty Ngag-gi dBang-po. May the second virtuous blessing contained herein fill the whole world.
3
I shall speak here about the principal aspects, such as [prevailed in] ancient times,
Of the discerning behaviour [to be observed by] the multitude of officials who are worthy of being trained
[By] the seal of the command of he who experiences enjoyment
On a throne [formed by] the tresses of millions of petty rulers who openly bow down [beforehim].
*
Just as one speaks of someone as “an appointed man, a planted tree”, the reason for appointing a master of the
law to each district is because the various kinds of government representatives and officers are vital for the welfare of sentient beings in present times. That which they must know to be the fundamental rules governing their
behaviour, analysed each in turn, is as follows.
*
Second-class [government] representatives and those holding the joint office of bla-ma and gnyer-pa [are entitled to] two attendants and one groom. All [ordinary] government representatives [are entitled to] one attendant
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and one groom. If it is [found] that on the estates there are [attendants and grooms] in excess of these [entitle ments] who have been maintained on the side, [they shall be] bound with ropes and the government representa tive’s salary in kind is to be stopped.
Since much travelling around by the various classes of officers is the occasion of great oppression to all the
“patrons”, as from now, except when transfers occur, it is forbidden to take even a single step on false pretexts.
Paddy that has to be given for husking must be given only after a large measure has been saved up and not in
dribbling quantities. Moreover, no more should be taken than that which is yielded by the sheaves [after thresh ing].
Apart from ancient religious estates which bear official responsibilities and which are properly designated, oth ers should be subjected to the common tax collections [reckoned] according to the [number of] “patrons” settled
there.
Material objects, including gold, turquoise, bronze, copper, horses, cattle, images and religious objects are not
to be seized from the public as false shares in kind for trading ventures.
Apart from trading [at rates] determined by the local prices in [each] district, it is not permitted to force people
to trade [at extortionate rates].
Salt and butter is not to be handed over [as barter].
Wool yarn is not to be handed over [for weaving].
Fleece should not be demanded.
As from now [the habit of] those government representatives belonging to the districts under the administration of a rdzong and those lamas of the monastic communities who tour around begging alms from the “patrons”,
roving the villages and so on, is to be suppressed.
It is not permitted to indulge in slave trading. If anyone trading suspiciously should come, the matter is to be
explained to the district chief and it is required that he too informs his chief overlord.
With regard to saline and mineral springs, apart from just those who fall under [the following] categories, [it is
forbidden to use the hot springs]: yas phyin mchog phebs zhor; the holy sangha [for which it is] a mark of honour;
those according to their merits [who pursue] philosophical systems different [from our own]; and those officers,
great or small, for example [the rdzong-dpon of] the various provincial capitals and the spyi-bla, [their] servants
and so on, whose severe illness has been duly recognised.
Besides otherwise [taking] one’s own provisions and looking for assistance, [the practice of demanding] board
and lodging, compulsory transportation of loads, food and ale during overnight stays and so forth is to be eliminated.
It is absolutely forbidden to take servants on account of one’s own going to the saline and mineral springs. In
going there of one’s own accord, apart from going straight there and back, it is forbidden to enter the rdzong. If
[persons] should come [into the rdzong], the rules forbid them to be given provisions, audience or succour. In
travelling there, unless the road guards possess orders [to the contrary], those persons who are fit to go to the
saline and mineral springs may be permitted to proceed after they have been stopped and individually passed.
Furthermore, as to the various kinds of load transport, the government representatives in the districts under the
administration of a rdzong, whoever they may be, are required [to send] written reports to the ruler concerning the
specific number of loads transported. It is also required [to send] to the ruler a list of receipts [which specify] the
various distances over which such and such a number of loads belonging to so and so were transported on such
and such dates. If loads are not transported in this manner, reprisals and severe punishments are to be imposed in dividually.
As government representatives are given one horse for them to look after and one horse which is maintained
[for them] by the rdzong, in addition to these they may, after requesting the chief civil officer, maintain each a
horse on payment of a due of one hundred tarnka. Besides this, it is not permitted to maintain horses and cattle on
one’s private means. If persons are found to be doing so, [the horses and cattle] will be seized and taken to the rdzong-kha. Apart from thus maintaining up to three horses, it is forbidden for a government representative to impose on “patrons” any grass-tax, wood-tax, transportation of loads, and the various kinds of corvée.
It is not permitted to send members of the public to the border trade marts in order to trade in the horses that
have been collected as dues.
With regard to the presents of ale sent to a government representative while he is judging cases, apart from a
single vessel of ale reckoned from each litigant, it is not permitted to take as much as a ma-tam or as little as a
square of sman-rtse. Similarly, apart from holding trials in the rdzong-kha itself, it is not permitted for a government representative to decide on them [elsewhere], whatever the degree of their importance.
It is not permitted for government representatives to rove around the villages on false pretexts such as inspect ing the boundary walls of fields during times of harvesting and planting. If horses and cattle belonging to the pub 11

lic should happen to stray and eat a little of the grass, grain-crop or fruit trees [within] the boundary wails of the
government representative’s fields, he is not to [mete out] false and tormenting punishments in order to obtain
whatever he should desire or commit [other such] unworthy deeds.
Since the behaviour of those government representatives bearing the responsibilities of office who consume intoxicating liquor, cohabit with girls and commit adultery with married women constitutes the arch-enemy of the
doctrine, such government representatives are to be summarily dismissed from office.
With regard to the administration of taxes [for the levy of which] meetings are required to be held, such as for
meat-tax, butter-tax, harvest-tax and so forth, the village headmen and messengers must assemble on the property
of the government representative himself and they are to be levied [only] after submitting to the chief civil officer
[a demand roll in which are entered] the detailed accounts of specific tax liabilities that have been adjudged; apart
from this it is not permitted to levy from the “patrons” various kinds of taxation, public or private.
Although an entertainment allowance is provided during overnight stays on the borders [between districts],
“patrons” have [sometimes] been [summarily] appointed [to supply] board and lodging for guests; [the entertainment allowance] is not to be realised [in this manner].
Further, with regard to chance visits paid on “patrons” for meals, apart from preparing for the guest whatever
one might have at hand one should not occupy oneself [with providing] tea, liquor or meat.
It is not permitted to take fields in lieu of the food allowance.
It is also not permitted for a government representative, after accepting gratifications, presents and so forth [to
grant remissions from] military service, penal labour, [the provision of government] allowances, corvée, [or to
show favour in matters relating to] tax estates and so forth. Government representatives should not take the prime
portions in feasts held either for the dead or for the living.
It is not permitted [for them] to accept presents during the festivities held to celebrate marriages and divorces.
In matters that require officials to go on tour, as in the case of butter-tax, decisions are to be taken by an assem bled group [consisting of the official himself], an attendant and a village messenger—[these] three. It is not [permitted to impose other] kinds of tax on their own account.
Presents should not be accepted from cow [-owners] and herdsmen. In the case of there being no more than a
single couple [working as] pastoralists, [they may be allowed to employ] one dairyman and one herdsman; if they
[the couple] can manage the work within their own family, it is prohibited for them to employ a dairyman and a
herdsman.
Apart from actually conscripting persons in corvée, punishments and the provision of government allowances,
goods should not be taken [from them in lieu of these obligations.]
Those persons who have come to the end of their work, such as village counsellors and messengers, lamas and
noblemen, and who travel to the capital and elsewhere, should not take with them companions from among the
public. Nor are they permitted to levy taxes on the false pretext of [their having to procure] presents [to offer their
superiors in the capital]. Basically those officials, great or small, bearing government responsibilities who are un able [to continue in service] on account of infirmity and old age and those, according to their merits, whose
chronic illness has been duly recognised and, furthermore, those who have been retired, [all such persons] must
not stay in the rdzong for more than three days [after receiving their dismissal].
*
If foreigners come to a district they are not to be permitted to proceed without informing the district chief,
whoever he may be. Such persons are not to be harboured or welcomed. Those who have sheltered brigands [are
to receive] severe punishments identical to those for thieves.
If unhappy slaves who run away are not seized and held by the inhabitants of those places where they stop but
rather are allowed to proceed, then they [the inhabitants] shall themselves have to arrange substitute slaves [in re placement].
If a slave who has been seized and held is delivered up to the slave owner then food and rewards and the hospitality of the district should be given to the person responsible, fixed according to the distance and number of days
[spent in returning the slave].
*
Furthermore, if a “patron” has a son, that son shall inherit and if he has a daughter, that daughter shall inherit.
They are not permitted to combine two tax estates.
If there is a “patron” who has no daughters or servants of any kind, he should be made to supply “dry tax” to
whatever extent possible for as long as he is living. On his decease the tax estate should be transferred to the kin
most closely related to him by flesh or bone.
Marriages should not be contracted against the wishes of the parents.
Also the practice whereby two or three taxpayers combine their taxable houses, taxable fields and all their ma 12

terial possessions causes a confusion with regard to “dry tax”; this sets a bad example, injurious to all. If such persons themselves have male or female issue, then separate tax estates must be established. If they have no issue,
then they must designate someone as their “issue” who must without fail be made to deliver taxes, take part in
corvée and in the militia. Any persons possessing land property and houses who reside in a village district untaxed
should be made to deliver taxes and take part in corvée on suitable terms fixed according to the size of his land
property.
*
With regard to deaths, if much killing [of animals for funerary feasts] takes place, this is not good either for the
dead or for the living. Therefore in entertaining the lama who performs the cremation, it is sufficient to offer him
a “white meal”. If this is done, then the government share is to be reckoned to the value of half a ma-tam in lieu of
the head and quarter of an animal and the lama’s share to the value of one roll of cotton.
If, however, besides simply the “blessed food” offered to the deceased himself, “white meals” cannot be pro vided, the shares for the government and for the lama are to be reckoned as above and the monks assisting in the
ritual are to be given four phul measures of rice or a piece of cloth in lieu of their shares of meat. If, however, it
happens that there is nothing for it but to kill an animal, then a single animal may be butchered and used in a manner sufficient for providing the government [share] and for the entertainment of the monks assisting in the ritual
and all the kinsmen assembled there. It is not permitted to butcher more than that.
[The distribution of] meat to the relatives as a feast and [a similar distribution made] when the pall is placed
[on the corpse] is prohibited.
Acts of merit [for the deceased] should be performed in his own village and not elsewhere. As for the materials
used in acts of service “reckoned to the thousandfold”, these may accord with the desire of the “patron” himself
and consist of whatever “dry”\fn{Cash} or “wet”\fn{Food} he has at hand.
Lamas of monastic communities [acting] in their private capacity must cremate the corpses of the deceased before one day has elapsed in summer and two in winter; the number of monks assisting in the ritual and the mate rial necessities are equal to [those prescribed for funerals performed by] the government.
In cases when the lama cannot come in person or is delayed, the “patrons” must take to the monastery what ever provisions they have at hand, and of good quality, as the food required for the lama and the government when
introducing the ritual of “The Root of Virtue”; apart from doing this, it is not permitted to introduce [such rituals
under these circumstances] in the home [of the deceased].
It is not permitted to set aside part of one’s land and fields [in order to raise] the food shares of the religious
persons [conducting a funeral].
Lay persons are not to reduce the provisions offered to religious persons.
The personal property left by a deceased religious person who was himself the possessor of a tax estate should
be disposed of by his loving patrons and attendant disciples in whatever meritorious works they can accomplish.
After the death of a retired orderly who has devoted himself to the religious life, his religious objects and ritual
implements are to be offered to the ruler for his funerary memorials. If there are more things besides these, they
should be disposed of in whatever meritorious works can be accomplished.
*
As to the requirements governing the building of hermitages for religious persons, these should be built only
within range of a monastic community and not above villages or in any random side valley.
If men and women who cohabit in monastic communities should bear children, [they] should be forced to set tle in district communities where substitute taxpayers are required [in order to replace previous tax-payers who
had died there without issue] since the village is where worldly actions should be performed.
If monks spend more than half a month in heedless loitering, except in the case of their going on begging tours,
pursuing their own [legitimate] affairs or their lama’s business, then just as householders engage themselves in
agricultural work, [so also should] the government representative in the district where such monks make their halt
put them to work in the transportation of loads and in corvée.
Similarly, the lamas of monastic communities are to reside solely in states of seclusion, except when they are
engaged in the annual and seasonal initiations, teachings, tshes-bcu rituals and ma-ni recitations.
Besides [propounding] in the district communities those spiritual precepts which are well-founded in learning,
the diviners, astrologers, spell-binders, false monks and doctors who deceive others by singing whatever comes to
mind are to be prohibited.
Apart from devotional offerings, it is not permitted to render any kind of tax to the various sorts of ma-ni-ba,
for instance to the licensed ma-ni-ba attached to the districts under the administration of a rdzong.
*
Evil and deceitful persons who have been banished from the capital are not to be given harbour or support by
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anyone, great or small.
In particular, there are no penalties or manslaughter-fines for killing a real thief while in the act of theft.
For drawing a knife, “knife penalty”, and for fighting, “fight penalty” [will be incurred].
If murders take place, the dead and the living are to be bound together. If this cannot be done, [the murderer] is
to be executed upon his arrest and his children and family are to be expelled from their home and exiled to the
border for all their lifetime.
Furthermore, any person who kills an actual highwayman, robber, thief or deceitful liar, and any person who
kills a wild beast that has been committing injuries in the districts, and any person who comes to offer goods won
from the enemy side, [all such persons] should be rewarded appropriately with consecrated ribbons, mantles and
so forth.
As of previous custom, the various goods in the different border trade marts must be of good quality and whoever is appointed as the superintendant official of the border trade mart must himself be judicious in character.
The traders and others, whoever they may be, must abide closely to what he says.
Essentially, if any person at all, great or small, should commit capital crimes such as perpetrating evil deeds
and sins that contravene the substance of these rules, counterfeiting written orders or altering their sense by reshaping their letters, impeding the dispatch by stages of such orders, or transgressing the substance of decrees
that have been duly circulated and other such things, then it is certain that such people will be bound by the neck,
blinded and executed—[these] three.
Similarly, if anyone from the chief Dharmaraja ruler at the top, down to the lamas and officers who hold important posts should, without acquiescing to such provisions as these, fail to look to the welfare of the subjects or
keep a hold on those beneath them or if they should commit evil sinful deeds in contempt of the doctrine of
karmic retribution—and if accounts of such things occurring anywhere within the four cardinal points should be
heard, then:
If destructive magic is not performed on him
What can the oath-bound Protectors do?

And so forth. Also:
Those who offer insults to persons engaged in virtue
Are worthy of being dispatched in this manner.

In accordance with this command, it is certain that such persons should be offered to Mahakala as his meat
sacrifice.
And so, lest it should come to such a pass, each on his own part should with pure conscience endeavour to fulfil whatever works of service to the doctrine—in its external, internal and secret forms—befall him and so bring
benefit to the doctrine as much as possible, calling on the Triple Gem as his divine witness and on the Phyag-mdzod himself as his human witness.
Even though he should lose his life in the end, he should wear the armour of fortitude in accomplishing whatever he is commanded and render service like the religious minister mGar, bearing the responsibility of giving ad monitions on matters pertaining to the religion and the state.
*
[Here ends] the final section concerning the general fundamentals of [the system whereby] government officials
diffuse to all directions and limits the theocratic rule of the Glorious ’Brug-pa Rin-po-che, the Mighty Ngag-gi
dBang-po. May the third virtuous blessing contained herein fill the whole world.
*
Lest the jewel of the authority of beneficial happiness should decline,
He who is here chief of good vessels [encompassing] the hundredfold forms of the religious state
Established the Three [Classes of] Beings as supports of paradise [and]
As a cloud of offerings which delights the royal lineage and the divine rulers.
Why should not these holy aphorisms be upheld as the ornament of worldlings,
[Aphorisms] such as may be used for the sake of a dharmaraja,
He who has ascended the throne of jewels from which happiness arises,
And who is the source of extensive virtue in the ocean of heavens?
If [a man in his] string of lives which billow into existence
Should genuinely aspire to act as if he had but a day,
Then any such wise person would here and now become a witness [to the Buddha]
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And an enthroned king would become an actual Buddha.
From such power as this may the religious state of the Glorious Drum of Summer
Flourish widely throughout all realms of the world
And may it achieve and surpass the real satyayuga
Which is the goal of temporal circumstances, the sure result of beneficial happiness.
*
Thus this Legal Decree of the Glorious ’Brug-pa Rin-po-che, the Mighty Ngag-gi dBang-po [entitled] The
Discourse, Victorious in All Directions, completed on the strength of aspirations made in previous lives on the
throne of the Lord Dharmaraja, was written by myself, Ngag-d bang bsTan-’dzin Mi-pham dBang-po, in the capital of ’Brug sPungs-thang bDeba Chen-po, where the dual system is virtuously administered, the palace where the
Jina’s essence, Ngag-dbang bDud-’joms rDo-rje, turned the wheel of the Four Actions, on the later auspicious
dates of the month in which the Jina revealed the Dharmacakra of the Mantrayana, in the year called Rab-byung
of the Earth Female Bird.\fn{1729}
May it become a work of virtuous merit.
Thus, even though difficult, these words are submitted here since I\fn{ bsTan-’dzin Chos-rgyal} think they can be
of great expediency to those wise persons who administer the dual system, who are enamoured of the doctrine and
desirous of benefitting beings.
1820
247.153 Coming Home\fn{by Pema Euden (1997- )} Thimphu?, Thimphu District, Bhutan (F) 24
1
The girls behind me started giggling. I knew they were the “Five L girls”. They were called by that name
because there were five of them and all their names started with “L” .
They were Lekzom, Lhazom, Lekzin, Laksmi and Leki. They were all the same, that is, they were all rich
snobs, mean, proud, popular, really beautiful and liked picking on people less fortunate than them.
They were making fun of the girl who was giving the morning speech. I had a good mind to stop them but I
knew better than that.
One time the school captain caught Leki making fun of a girl. The captain explained how it felt to be teased.
Later, she found her locker empty. All her precious things were gone. Everyone knew who did that but they did
not dare to tell on the “Five L Girls”.
All the students of Lungtenzampa knew them. They were really popular. Most of the students simply liked
them because they were almost perfect. The rest did not really like them but did not dare to show it. Even the
captains avoided them after the “locker” incident.
The speaker finished her speech. The principal made some announcements. I went off to my class alone.
There was no one in the class. So, I took out the book I had been reading, The Night After Tomorrow by Sue
Wellford.
I always read books when no one was around because I was afraid that people would tease me and call me a
bookworm. That is why even though I loved to read I did not get to read very often.
The only time of peaceful reading was at night. I could stay on reading past midnight. Then I would have
trouble waking up. I really could not pay attention to the teacher because I would be half asleep by the middle of
the period.
I heard someone come to the class. 1 quickly put away the book even though I had reached an interesting part.
It was Leki, the president of the “Five L Girls” (they only chose her because she was the richest among the
five) followed by the rest of the group.
“Oh! I know what miss sleepyhead is doing here alone. She is sleeping.” Leki teased me. The other girls
laughed as if she just made the funniest joke.
I didn’t say anything. I was used to being teased and most of the time being ignored by the “L Girls”. Even
though the “L Girls” and I had been in the same class for almost three years, they never said anything nice to me.
The bell for the first period rang. All the situdents of 9 D rushed in. We greeted ma’am Kalpana, the English
teacher, as she entered the class.
She asked us if we had finished our essays she had told us to write the day before.
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She always let us read our own essays. She said that it made her work much easier and the students can express
their own piece of work.
I could not wait to read my essay. I had worked really hard on it. It turned out great. It was about a 17-year-old
boy who was a ghost. He was killed but he didn’t know who killed him. His mission was to find out the murderer.
At the end he found out that his best friend had accidentally pushed him off the bridge. He forgave his best friend
and went to heaven; I had written the story from a ghost’s point of view. I got the idea from Christopher Pike’s
book, Remember me 3.
After what it felt like hours to me, my turn finally came. Maybe, that was the first time in a long time that I
was eager to read before my class. Everyone was surprised when I got up, as I usually didn’t read in front of the
class. I began.
I went to my funeral. I saw my parents and my little brother crying. That is when I really wanted to find out
who pushed me off the bridge. I was—”
“I get it. You are a ghost. No wonder nobody sees you,” Lekzin interrupted. The class exploded with laughter.
I blushed and came back to my seat. I didn’t even know why I did that. Ma’am Kalpana, as usual, defended the
“L Girls”.
“That was a joke, Tashi, you got to have a sense of humor. I am sorry but I will have to give you a D again. I
hope that you will read next time. Lekzom, go and read your essay.”
“Well ma’am, yesterday some of my friends and I stayed back after school. We cleaned both the basketball
courts. We left our bags in the class. When we came back, the guard had locked up the class with our bags. So, we
couldn’t write our essays. We are really sorry.” All the “Five L Girls” stood up.
Everyone knew they were making it up and they also knew that the “L Girls” would get away with it, like they
always did.
I felt anger boiling through my veins. My faith in God was completely crushed. I always did my assignments
on time but I was never given good marks. The “L Girls” never did their home works but the teachers always
bought their excuses.
The rest of the day went by as usual. Lekshey got praised for something she did not do. I was scolded for
sleeping in the Chemistry class again. I ate my lunch alone in the class. The “L Girls” again made fun of me for
eating alone.
We had our games period. Everyone went outside to play basketball. I liked to play basketball but I did not go
because I was afraid that no one wanted me to play. I stayed inside the class reading the book I had been reading. I
kept my ears open in case someone came.
The long day finally came to an end. I packed my bag and waited for my mother in the parking lot. My mother
was always late. I waited thete alone.
I saw my cousin, Sonam Dorji. I wanted to wave at him but decided against it. I thought that I would
embarrass him in front of his “cool” friends.
Finally my mother came. As soon as I entered the car, my mother asked.
“How was your day?”
“Just as usual,” I answered, which was definitely the truth.
2
What would you do if you saw a 5.8 feet tall fourteen-year-old girl? I bet you would do what every sane person
would do in this situation; ignore her and walk away as fast as you can.
I had dull, straight, black hair. I did not take after my mother. I wished I did. My mom, Kinga Pedey was
medium sized, had a long hair with beautiful curls. I always wished I had hair like my mother’s.
The most important thing you should know about me is that I did not have a father.
On my 12th birthday my mother explained.
“Tashi, I think you are old enough to hear the truth.”
I stood up straight. I knew that it had to do something with my mysterious father.
“I hope you won’t be mad at me,” my mom said anxiously.
“Why should a daughter be angry when her mother is going to tell her about her father? This is going to be the
best gift ever!”
“Huh?”
“You were going to tell me about my dad, right?”
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“Um, well, I was going to tell you about your dad,” she paused. “Your dad and I met at a friend’s party. It was
love at first sight. We went out for about a couple of months. Then he proposed to me. We got married and had
you. One day I came back from work and found him gone along with his stuff, but I know that he loves you.”
I had been holding my breath the whole time. I let it out slowly.
“Where did he go?”
“I don’t know for sure, Tashi, but I think he has gone to the US.”
“Why did he leave us, mom?”
“I don’t know.”
“Maybe he got tired of me,” I muttered. My mom got really angry.
“Your dad’s leaving had no.thing to do with you.. And I think I have said enough about your father.”
I had never seen my mother that angry before. After that I didn’t ask a single thing about my father like why
there weren’t any photos of my dad.
I was relieved to know that I was not a love child. I had enough to be embarrassed at without including that. It
was not that I completely overcame the curiosity of knowing who my father was.
Even though I had the greatest mother any girl could ever have, deep own in my heart, I knew that the picture
of my family was incomplete without a father.
I was the only child. I had three first cousins: Sonam Dorji, fifteen, who was the school football captain,
Kesang Choden who was thirteen and, Rinchen Choden who was eleven.
Aunty Chuki was my mom’s sister. Angay Dawa was my mom’s loving mother. Her husband died when her
daughters were quite young. So, she raised her kids all by herself. She really had a tough time, as her parents
didn’t give her enough physical and financial support although they were rich. Her parents didn’t approve her
marrying Phurba (my grandfather).
I really admired my courageous and determined granny. My aunt married a man with a really good sense of
humor called Namgay.
I had never felt ashamed of being fatherless until I came to Lungtenzampa. Even my friends from my former
school teased me just to look cool in front of the popular kids.
I had studied in Sunshine for seven years. I had lots of friends. It was surprising but I even had a best friend!
I never knew how it felt to be lonely until all my friends started to desert me. In the beginning they made lame
excuses for leaving me alone. Then they made friends with the popular students and left me to myself.
My best friend, Dechen called me one evening.
“Hi Tashi. Well, I wanted to say that from tomorrow onwards please don’t talk to me like I’m your best friend,
okay?”
“But you are my best friend,” I protested.
“I was, Tashi. I was your best friend. Today this really cute guy asked me out and I don’t want him to think that
I have a not-so-cool best friend. I hope you will understand.”
“I understand. Well … good bye.”
“We can still be friends … but not close friends like we used to be,” Dechen added, quickly.
That was our very last conversation. From that day onwards I never even looked at the girl who had been my
best friend for seven happy years. It was not that I was mad at Dechen for breaking up our friendship. I was mad
at myself for embarrassing my friend. I did not deserve to have a true friend.
I had no idea what to become when I grew up. I wasn’t good enough for anything. I had a secret hobby. I loved
to draw. I had a book filled with drawings that were close to my heart.
There were drawings of my mom, cousins, aunt, uncle, my grandma, our kings and Lord Buddha. I kept that as
a secret because I couldn’t bear the idea of people laughing at the drawings I had done with so much love and
care.
3
I got out of the car and waved at my mother.
“I have a meeting today. I will be home at around seven. I have left some food in the fridge. Bye.” I waved
again.
I checked my watch and found out that it was four o’clock. I went up the stairs to our apartment. I unlocked the
door. I went to my room and dropped my bag on the chair.
I was starving. My mom had left me some roasted chicken. I knew that she had ordered it from somewhere.
It was not the first time I had wished that I were one of my cousins. My cousins practically had everything.
They had a loving mother, a father and a granny who cooks them delicious food. What more does anyone need? I
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took out some shakam (dried meat) from the refrigerator and fried it. I ate my fill so that I could skip dinner,
which of course would be ordered from a hotel. I really hated it when my mother didn’t have time to cook for us.
My mother was a busy woman. She works as a private secretary for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
I loved my mother very much. That was why I didn’t want to worry my mom by telling her about my
depressing life since I went to Lungtenzampa.
When my mom reached home I had just finished reading The Night After Tomorrow.
I went to my room as my mother started setting up the table.
“Tashi, come and eat your dinner.” My mother called from the kitchen. “I have brought some—” Before she
could finish, I said,
“Mom, I just had my dinner.”
I felt terrible lying, which was starting to become a daily routine, but I had no other choice.
I decided to do my homework. I had to read a couple of pages from my Chemistry book and I had to do about
ten algebraic sums for Mathematics.
I started off with my Chemistry work. I finished reading it but the problem was that I didn’t understand a thing.
I kept thinking about the books I had borrowed from the Jigme Dorji Wangchuck\fn{ His Majesty Jigme Dorji
Wangchuck, the third King of Bhutan (1928-1972; reigned 1952-1972):H } public library. I looked at the books piled up on the
table. I could not resist it. I picked up a book, 100 Shades Of White which was on the top. I decided to do my
homework an hour later.
An hour later, I showed no signs of doing my homework. Time went by and I kept on reading. My mom came
to say goodnight and found me completely absorbed in the book.
“Tashi, you should sleep now, otherwise you won’t be able to wake up in time for school.”
“Okay, mom. Goodnight,” I murmured without looking up.
“Good night. Sleep tight.”
After some time I felt really sleepy. I saw that it was nearly one o’clock. I stopped reading. I brushed my teeth
without looking at the mirror.
Someone once told me that if you look at the mirror after midnight, you would see ghosts. Since then I never
dared to look at the mirror at night.
The alarm went off at seven a.m; I hit the off button and went back to sleep. My mother woke me up.
“Tashi, wake up. You will be late for school. It’s nearly eight.”
I jumped off my bed and ran straight to the bathroom. I took a quick shower and got dressed. It was half an
hour past eight when I got into the car.
I knew I was going to be late. The assembly would start at 8:35. My stomach was growling. I had not eaten
anything. After I got dressed I didn’t stop for anything except to grab my bag and my packed lunch. My hair was
still wet.
I got out of the car. I was late. I was so scared that I forgot to wave my mother goodbye. I knew that the
captain on duty would punish me. I would probably get to clean the toilet.
I waited near the gate, as I had no other choice. I couldn’t run up to my class. It was right above the assembly
ground.
I sat down on the, steps and I promised myself that I would never be late again.
*\fn{These internal divisions are not in the original text, although the divisions into chapters is:H }
“Hi,” said a voice.
I saw a boy about my age. I had never seen him around.
“Hi,” he said it much louder this time. I blushed and murmured,
“Hi.”
“I’m Ugyen Tshering.” I didn't know what to say.
“Are you new here?” He sounded hopeful.
“No.”
“Why are you here?”
“Late.”
“You don’t talk much. Do you?”
I didn’t say anything. I felt really uncomfortable talking to people I rarely knew. To end further conversation, I
decided to read my book. I rummaged through my bag. I forgot to bring my book. There was one other thing I
forgot to do. My homework!
“I am so dead.” I said it aloud forgetting the fact that someone was sitting right next to me. He looked at me.
“Why is that so?”
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I did not want to embarrass myself by telling this new boy about forgetting to do my homework. So I said that
it was nothing at, all. I was relieved when he didn’t ask further questions.
The assembly ended. The boy got up.
“Aren’t you coming?”
“Yes.” I was picking up my things when I felt someone breathing down my neck. I turned around and gasped.
4
I peeped into my classroom. I let out a sigh of relief. No one was in the class. I went inside. I sat on a chair and
recalled what just happened.
I had turned around to find the biggest jerk standing right behind me. Tobden Dendup was the school captain.
He was a friend of Sonam Dorji.
I knew I was dead meat. Tobden hated me because he came to know that I considered him ugly.
I did say that to Sonam Dorji who kept on bugging me by asking whether the school captain was cute or not
After that I had faint feeling that my cousin was gay. But my feelings were wiped off when he went out with
Lekzin, one the “L Girls”, for quite a while.
It may sound unbelievable but I did escape from the big bad boy! A very clever, courageous and cute young
man saved my life. I owed my life to Ugyen Tshering.
Tobden had stopped me.
“You are Sonam Dorji’s cousin, right?” I nodded.
“I hope you know that I can make you do anything I want.
I had no choice. I had to do whatever the school captain had stored up for me as a punishment. I saw myself
cleaning dirty toilets, my classroom and worst of all, cleaning the huge multi-purpose hall with a toothbrush.
Ugyen Tshering, who was coming towards me, interrupted my thoughts. I had forgotten all about him.
“You see, I’m new here. So I asked her to stay with me.” Tobden looked at him suspiciously and said,
“Well, then go inside.”
I could not believe that he bought it. Maybe he let me off the hook so easily because Ugyen Tshering looked
quite tough and he sure didn’t want to mess up with tough guys.
Ugyen and I went through the gate. I looked at my feet and murmured a “Thank you.”
“It was nothing. Well, may I know your name?”
I couldn’t believe I hadn’t even told him my name. I blushed.
“It’s Tashi Choden.”
I was still sitting on my chair when Perna Euden came into the class.
Perna Euden was a pretty girl full of wonderful ideas. I really admired her but had never actually talked with
her.
I didn’t look at her. I felt really uncomfortable looking at people and when people look at me.
My eyes fell on my bag and I suddenly remembered about my home assignments. If I didn’t finish my home
assignments in about fifteen rnmutes, I would be in deep trouble. I was doing the forth sum when the bell rang for
the first period which was unfortunately mathematics. There was no way I could finish all the ten sums before the
teacher arrived.
Mr. Tiwari came into the class when I had just finished the fifth sum. All of us became silent and stood up.
“Good morning, sir,” all of us said together in clear and loud voices.
Mr. Tiwari was strict and really serious. Even Tandin, the class clown was afraid to goof around in front of
him. All the students of Lungtenzampa were scared of him except, of course, the “L Girls.” The famous “L Girls”
were scared of nothing.
When all of us had settled down, which was quick, Mr. Tiwari made an announcement.
“There is going to be a new student in your class.”
His announcements were always short and to the point. As soon as he said that, the new student came to the
class. I could not believe it. The new student was Ugyen Tshering!
Ugyen saw me and looked as surprised as I was. He then gave me a smile. I blushed and looked away.
“Introduce yourself,” said Mr. Tiwari.
“Hi, I am Ugyen Tshering. I used to go to Drugyal High in Paro. My brother got transferred here, so I had to
come with him”
Mr. Tiwari told Ugyen to take the empty seat.. I was glad that he was at the other end of the class. I didn’t want
him talking to me even for a short period of time.
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I knew that even if he were being friendly now, it would disappear as quickly as it came. After he had been
filled in all about me, I knew that Ugyeri would regret ever talking to me.
“Everyone, keep your books on your table. I hope that all of you have done .your homework,” Mr. Tiwari said.
There were only two people who had not done their homework: Ugyen Tshering, who had no idea of any
homework, and me. The “L Girls” might have paid someone to do their homework.
I had to do all the sums 25 times as my punishment. That would mean that I would have to do 250 sums in
total.
The next period was Chemistry. Miss Bidha hated inattentive students. I was sure that Miss Bidha hated me the
most. How hard I tried, I could not help but fall asleep in Chemistry classes.
Miss Bidha decided to revise what she had taught the day before. She looked around the class to catch her
prey. She saw anew face.
“Are you new?” Ugyen Tshering stood up.
“Yes, ma’am. I came from Drugyat,” he said confidently. For a moment I envied his confidence.
“Did you reach this chapter?” Miss Bidha showed him the page she taught the day before.
“We finished that. When I came here we were starting chapter six.”
“In that case, you will be able to answer this,” Miss Bidha said before asking him the question.
He answered so well that even Miss Bidha was impressed. Everyone knew that Miss Bidha was really hard to
please. Even the famous “L girls” took about a month to make her like them.
5
I opened my lunch box and smiled. My mother had made me fried rice. But my happiness was short lived. I
remembered all the work I had to do. I had to do two hundred sums. I had finished fifty sums during the short
break and I also had lots of homework.
I had started to eat my lunch when Ugyen Tshering came to my table.
“Hi Tashi. I was wondering if I could eat my lunch with you.”
I could not believe what I was hearing. Someone actually wanted to eat lunch with me! I did not trust myself to
say anything. I just nodded.
I stared as Ugyen Tshering pulled a chair, sat opposite to me and opened his lunch box. He also had fried rice.
“I see that we both have same lunch. My brother made this.”
I did not know what to say. So I kept on eating.
“Actually, I wanted to talk to you during the short break. But I had to go to the office to fill up some forms.”
“Oh.” I did not know what else to say. When we finished eating our lunch Ugyen Tshering asked if I wanted
help with my math work. I smiled gratefully.
“That will be great. And thanks.”
That might probably be the first time I smiled earnestly at someone in a long time.
“It’s no problem. I love algebra.”
“You do?” I was surprised.
“Yup. There was a time when I hated algebra but my brother taught me a method that makes solving algebraic
problems really easy and interesting.”
The bell rang at the end of the lunch break. The students were rushing into the class. Ugyen Tshering was
heading towards his table when I realized that I had never actually thanked Ugyen for prompting me the answers
in the chemistry class.
If it weren’t for Ugyen, I would be having detention after school. And worse of all I would have to lie to my
mother about having a club meeting or something.
Ugyen Tshering turned around when he heard me call him.
“Thanks for your help in Chemistry class.”
“It was nothing. Anyway what are friends for?”
The rest of the day went by. I waited for my mother in the parking lot as usual. The unusual thing was that I
waited for my mother with someone!
We didn’t talk much. I was grateful that Ugyen understood my awkwardness. My mother came before Ugyen’s
brother.
I waved at him and got into the car. My mother asked the usual question.
“How was your day?” I smiled.
“Just as usual.” Except that maybe, I finally found a friend, I said to myself.
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That day my mom didn’t have much work. She made ema dhatsi, my favorite. I had a wonderful dinner. What
could be a better ending to such an unusual day?
I looked at the drawing I drew after dinner. It was of Ugyen Tshering and me laughing. I had a feeling that I
looked more pretty in the drawing but I didn’t care. I wanted to show that to Ugyen Tshering.
“What if he doesn’t like it? What if he doesn’t like you? May be he only stayed with you because he had no
other friends. As soon as he manages to make some friends he’ll leave you just like the others,” a voice whispered
in my head.
I didn’t want to believe it but I knew that it was true. I put the drawing away in my drawer. I had no
homework. All the impositions and homework were completed in a free period with the help from Ugyen
Tshering.
*
As soon as the alarm went off I woke up. The reason could be that I did not spend the entire night reading or
that I was excited to meet Ugyen Tshering or both.
My mom was surprised but happy to see a change in my daily routine. I was all set to go to school by 8 a.m.
Ugyen Tshering was waiting at the gate for me! I couldn’t believe it.
“Hi, Tashi. I thought you would never come.”
“You were really waiting for me?” I blurted out. Then I blushed. I knew I sounded like a pathetic girl who
didn’t have any friends.
“Who else would I be waiting for? So far you are my only friend.”
I felt like my prayers were finally being answered. At the same time a dreadful feeling dawned upon me.
Ugyen Tshering had said that “so far I was his only friend”. That meant, maybe he was using me until he makes
some new cool friends which won’t take much time as Ugyen Tshering was smart, cool and really cute.
I wasn’t scolded by any of the teacher[s] and I didn’t even sleep in Chemistry class.
I was kind of surprised when Ugyen Tshering sat opposite to me during the lunch break. I was sure he was
going to eat with the guys from my class. I had seen them talking.
This is one nice guy; I thought. He was eating with me because I was eating alone.
“Umm … Ugyen. From tomorrow you don’t have to eat with me.”
“I won’t if you don’t want me to.” Ugyen sounded hurt.
“It’s not that I don’t want you to eat with you. It’s just that if you want to eat with your friends you …” I trailed
off as I saw Ugyen Tshering laughing.
I didn’t know why he was laughing but I knew that he was laughing at me. I blushed furiously. Ugyen Tshering
noticed that and quickly said,
“Tashi, I am already eating with my friend. Plus I don’t think I can stand eating with those showoffs.”
6
That Saturday the students of Lungtenzampa didn’t nave to go to school. The teachers were having a meeting
regarding the mid-term examinations, which was only two weeks away.
I woke up at eight. I wanted to go back to sleep. I had stayed up the night before till mid-night watching Hide
and Seek. It was really a good movie.
I went to the bathroom and took a long shower. I was really in a happy mood, which was really unusual when I
had woken up or had been forced out of the bed before noon on a holiday.
I dried my hair with my mother’s hair dryer. I put on my new blue jeans.
My mom dropped me off at the Jigme Dorji Wangchuck Public Library. I went inside and returned the books I
had borrowed.
I looked around but I could not find Ugyen. I would have seen him if he had come to the library because the
library was quite small.
Maybe Ugyen had stood me up. Suddenly I had a horrible feeling. What if the whole friendship thing was a
joke? I knew having a friend was too good to be true.
I decided to kill some time by reading a book. My mother was to pick me up at five p.m. I couldn’t possibly
call my mother. I wasn’t in the mood to answer my mother’s questions.
I just started to read a book when my cell phone beeped. It was a message from Ugyen Tshering. It said:
“Tashi m sooo sorry… 4 being late. m my way”\fn{So the text; it is made in imitation of the normally illiterate speech
habitual in 2012 on Internet chat—including the smily face emoticon:H }
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By three we had finished the algebra chapter. I was glad that we had decided to practice algebra together. I
would have taken one whole week just to finish that chapter.
“It’s been one whole month since we have been friends. I think we should celebrate this day,” Ugyen
announced. I laughed.
“It has actually been twenty five days.”
“That’s what I said, we should celebrate our twenty five days of friendship.”
*
We went to Chopsticks, a small fast food restaurant in the middle of the town. That was the beginning of our
real friendship. It was then that I realized I was not the only one with a problem.
Ugyen seemed so perfect from outside that no one would ever guess that he too had a problem. He poured out
his heart to me. He started,
“Tashi, you mean a lot to me. You are the only person to whom I can speak openly.”
I beamed. “They say, if you share your problems with, somebody else, your burden will become less. My
problem is that …”
He hesitated but I nodded m encouragement.
“ … is that my brother is getting married.”
I was surprised.
“What? Aren’t we supposed to be happy when our brothers get married?”
“My brother is not just a brother to me. He is like a parent.”
“Huh?”
Ugyen explained to me about his parents. His parents had died in a car accident when he was just seven years
old. His brother had been looking after him since then.
Ugyen’s eyes got all watered up when he talked about his parents. I was afraid that he might cry.
Now that his brother was getting married, he thought his brother would forget him.
“Tashi, please tell me what to do.”
I was shocked and at the same time pleased that he was asking me for suggestion.
“I don’t know your brother much but I know that he had never missed even one of your basketball matches.
And from the way he cheers for you, anyone could see that he loves you very much. He is your brother and he
loves you. Nothing can change that fact. He will always love you no matter what.”
Ugyen thought for a while and grinned.
“You know what? You are right. I was being selfish. I should be happy for my brother. Thank you, Tashi.
Thank you very much.”
*
That night I did a lot of thinking. Ugyen had trusted me with his secrets. I felt really special that, of all people,
Ugyen wanted to share his problem with me. He had even listened to what I said.
Maybe I should tell him about my family, my incomplete family. After what he had done for me, I at least
owed him the truth about me. Idecided that I would tell him the truth very soon.
Ugyen did not know it but he made me realize that I was not some loser. My life had not been the same since
the day I met Ugyen Tshering. Instead of eatmg alone I always had a group of friends to eat with. Pema Euden
had invited Ugyen and me to eat with her group. Every one in the group was different but they got along so well
that I was quite shocked at first. Gradually I came to understand that they did not care about their differences but
they really cared about each other.
The group included Yangchen, Tenzin Sherpa and Pema Euden before Ugyen and I joined the group.
Yangchen was really brainy. She knew reasons to why almost everything happened the way it did. She topped
her class every year. I know that you have guessed it already; she wore glasses and dressed up like a seventh
grader. But if you looked at her closely she is really beautiful, inside out. She always had good things to say to
everyone, even to those “L Girls” and the amazing thing is that she really means it!
Tenzin Sherpa was the kind of guy who didn’t care about what other people thought of him. He was cool in his
own way. He loved to play football and he got into the school football team. But he was the bench warmer; he
never got the chance to play. Instead of feeling embarrassed about it, he always said,
“I didn’t get to play today but I did a really good job warming the benches for the players.”
Even though most people laugh at him for going out with a “nerd”, he and Yangchen were going steady for
about a year and half.
Pema, Euden was an average student with a wild imagination. She had a good voice but she never really got
the chance to show her talent. The platform belonged to the popular students whether they had the talent or not.
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Pema was not a quitter. She signed up every year to perform at the school Annual Concert but was always
rejected. Other than singing she loved reading.
Ugyen had become good friends with Perna Euden as she sat just behind his seat. He had introduced her to me.
At first I really felt uncomfortable eating with them. As time passed I became close to them and felt comfortable
with them.
But I could not risk my friendship by telling them that I was fatherless. They might not like me after that.
I did not spend all my time in the house cooped up anymore. I went over to a friend’s house or invited them to
my house. When they came over to my house, they always asked,
“Where is your father? I have never seen him.” I always had the same story.
“You know, my dad is a busy man. He is always out of town.”
I felt really bad lying to them but I really had no choice. After a while the questions stopped, so I knew I had
convinced them that my father was indeed out of town.
As Pema and I share the same interest for fiction stories we would read the same book and discuss about it.
Reading was much more fun like that.
I was getting better in my studies, with Ugyen to help me in mathematics and Yangchen to help me with
science.
7
We were laughing and talking as we came out of the school gate, I was really glad that the Mid-Term exams
were over. I had done the exams quite well. The last paper was mathematics. I was discussing the answers with
Ugyen. I was so caught up that I nearly bumped into Leki.
“Watch where you are going, freak.”
“She is not a freak.” Ugyen shot back. Pretending not to have heard anything, Leki said.
“I heard today is your birthday. Well, happy birthday Ugyen.”
Leki gave a huge smile and walked away with the rest of the group following her. I could not believe what I
heard.
“Did Leki just wish you happy, birthday?”
“Yeah.”
“I can’t believe it. As far as I’ve heard, Leki has never wished anyone except the girls in her group.”
“What’s the big deal? We know each other. We are all in the same class, remember?”
But I knew that the “L Girls” don’t usually wish anyone on their birthdays unless they want something from
them or have a major crush on them (in case of boys). So, the only rational explanation would be that Leki had a
crush on Ugyen.
“I think Leki likes you.” Ugyen just stared at me.
“What makes you think like that?”
I opened my mouth to answer but closed it when I saw the “L Girls” heading towards us.
“Hey, Ugyen. I decided to give a party tonight because our exams are done and well …” Leki gave Ugyen a
dazzling smile.
“It’s your birthday. See you at my house.”
She handed him an invitation. Ugyen took the card casually as if he had been just invited to an ordinary party.
It was not everyday you get invited to the “L Girls” party. He didn’t even look excited!
“We’ll be there and thank—” Lekzom cut Ugyen short.
“You can’t bring dates to this party.” Ugyen laughed.
“I’m not planning on bringing a date. I meant my friends.” Lhazom looked shocked.
“The party is not for freaks.”
Then Leki startled us with an unexpected response. She gave Lhazom a look.
“You can bring your friends.”
She smiled at Ugyen and waved him goodbye without even looking at me.
Ugyen and I waited for Pema, Yangchen and Tenzin. When they finally arrived I filled them all about Ugren
being invited to Leki’s party.
“I still can’t believe it.” I finished breathlessly.
“I knew this was going to happen sooner or later,” Yangchen said with an I-knew-it-all-along look.
“What are you talking about?” Pema demanded.
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“What I’m trying to say is I knew one of the L Girls will get interested in Ugyen sooner or later. Admit it guys:
Ugyen is popular, cute, smart, has a good sense of humor and is in the basketball team.” Ugyen gave Yangchen a
playful punch.
“Don’t take it seriously. It’s just a party.”
“Then how come we aren’t invited?” Tenzin shot back. I knew he was defending Yangchen. He wouldn’t care
less about not being invited to some party.
“You all are invited. Leki said I could brmg my friends.”
“You seriously think that we are interested to go to Leki’s party?” Perna asked Ugyen. Before Ugyen could
reply, Yangchen pointed out,
“This is the first and maybe the last time the L girls are inviting us to one of their parties. I’ve always
wondered what they did at their parties.”
“Probably make out with their boyfriends,” Perna muttered. Yangchen continued,
“This is our chance to find out. So who all are in?”
Ugyen, Tenzin and Yangchen had already decided to go. Pema and I were not too sure but Yangchen, who said
that it’s really going to be fun, finally convinced us.
“And we could always leave the party early if they don’t like it,” Yangchen added.
*
All of us walked to Tenzin’s place from school. We (excluding Ugyen) had decided to give Ugyen his birthday
presents together at Tenzin’s place. His house was just ten minutes walk from our school.
Tenzin’s parents were both at their offices. So, we had the house to ourselves. We each made ourselves
sandwiches. When we finished eating, we started giving Ugyen his presents.
Yangchen gave him Harry Potter and the Order of Phoenix’s DVD. Pema gave him a blue T-shirt that said, in
white letters—I’M THE BEST BASKETBALL PLAYER IN TOWN. Tenzin gave him Grand Theft Auto’s
DVD game. I gave Ugyen my gift.
I held my breath as Ugyen unwrapped it. I really hoped he liked it.
It was the picture I had drawn the day I met Ugyen. But I had added Tenzin and Yangchen holding hands and
Pema holding up a signboard that said Friends Forever. I had put the picture in a beautiful frame bought from the
town.
Ugyen could not say anything for a moment.
“It’s beautiful,” Ugyen finally said. I knew that he really meant it. Yangchen looked amazed.
“Did you do it yourself?” Tenzin said.
I nodded.
“You know, Tashi? You sure got some talent.” Pema rolled her eyes.
“She knows that, dummy.. How could anyone draw such a fabulous picture and not know she has got some
wonderful talent in her.”
“Thanks guys.” I beamed with pride and joy. Pema said.
“I want you to draw the same picture for my birthday.” Yangchen said.
“I want one too.” Tenzin said.
“Draw one for me too.” I bowed.
“Tashi Choden at your service.”
Yangchen had baked a cake. She put in fifteen candles. Arid we all sang Happy Birthday.
“I wish all of us remain friends forever,” Ugyen whispered and blew off the candles.
The cake was delicious. I looked around at my friends, my true friends. I had to tell my friends the truth about
myself. I took a deep breath.
“Guys, I need to tell you all something about me.”
They all looked. serious. Ugyen stood up straight.
“Go on. We are listening.” I cleared my throat nervously.
“I don’t … um … I mean … I love to draw.”
I turned scarlet. My eyes dropped to the floor. I had meant to tell them about my dad but I simply couldn’t do
it. I waited for the worst thing that could happen: laughter.
When nothing happened I looked up and saw my friends looking serious. Yangchen was the first one to speak.
“Tashi, you shouldn’t have kept it a secret. You have a real talent. You should be proud of it.”
“Yeah, you have talent. Don’t let it go waste,” Ugyen added. Pema announced.
“If you have passion for something, do it with all your heart. Period.” Tenzin grinned,
“Perna has got it right. You have the passion and visible talent, lucky you. As for me, even though my talent for
playing football is quite hidden right now, I will, not give up because I love that game.”
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“That is the spirit, Tenzin!” Pema shouted.
I felt a pang of guilt. They were being so nice. I wished I had told them when I had the chance but I missed it. I
had to tell them about my dad. But then again maybe they won’t like me after that. May be they would get mad at
me for not telling them.
“Earth to Tashi.” Perna gently shook me. “What are you thinking, anyway?” I managed a smile.
“Nothing. So what were you saying?”
“I was asking whether the class tens would be invited to Leki’s party or not.”
In all that excitement, I had forgotten about the party.
8
I caught myself in the mirror as I left my room. I was wearing a pair of stone washed jeans and a pale pink Tshirt with my white Reeboks. My hair was pulled up in a ponytail.
I found my mother in the kitchen doing some work on the computer. My mom looked up from the screen.
“Have a good time, Tashi.”
“I will, mom.” Yangchen and her mother were waiting for me.
“Hey Tashi, hurry up. We will be late,” Yangchen called out as soon as she saw me.
“Assuming the distance from here to Leki’s place to be six kilometers and the average speed of the car be
thirty km per hour, we will reach the party after twelve minutes which means that we will be two minutes late!” I
got into the car.
“I’m sure they won’t mind if we are late only by two minutes.”
“I guess you are right.”
Yangchen looked beautiful in a flowery summer dress and white flats. She had curled her hair and put on a pair
of pearl earrings.
I felt plain next to her. I should have dressed up a little bit. The car stopped next to a grand mansion.
Yangchen's mother said,
“This is your stop. Have fun, girls.”
I thanked Yangchen's mother for the ride. We got out of the car. Yangchen glanced at her watch.
“Just as my calculation showed, we are two minutes late.”
I stared at the mansion. It was really beautiful. Yangchen too was awestruck.
“Hey you two. Over here.” Tenzin waved at us.
I saw my friends sitting under a beautiful canopy. I let out a huge sigh of relief. All of them were dressed
casually. Tenzin was wearing an oversized Nike T-shirt and khaki shorts with sandals. Pema looked cute in a blue
sleeveless shirt, denim jeans with red superstars. Ugyen was in a collar T-shirt, faded jeans with converse high
tops. Yangchen and I went over to them.
“Now can we go inside? I’m starving,” Tenzin said. Yangchen gave him a playful punch.
“Is enting all you care about?”
“No, I care about you too.”
“Yeah, right.” Yangchen pretended to sound sarcastic but anyone could tell she was pleased.
I looked aro.und. The place was huge. There were about five canopies, a huge parking lot and there were lots
of flowers. Pema looked around.
“This place sure is beautiful.”
“You can say that again,” Tenzin said.
“Come on, guys. Lets go inside,” Ugyen said.
We followed Ugyen through the door. We came to the living room but no one was there.
Where was the party? We climbed up the stairs to a hallway lit by candles. A chill ran down my spine. I held
Ugyen's hand tightly.
There came a gust of wind and blew out all the candles. It was pitch black. I could hear Yangchen chanting,
“Om mani pemae hu. Om mani pemae—”
“Tenzin, is that you?” Yangchen’s voice sounded shrill.
“No, this is Leki’s dead grandpa.”
“Stop joking, Tenzin. This is not funny.” Yangchen sounded scared. With a loud creak, a door opened.
“Aaaaaah!”
“Calm down. It’s just a door!”
Ugyen shouted over our screams. I opened my eyes and saw a dim light pouring through the open door. Tenzin
went near the door.
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“Lets go in.” Yangchen grabbed my hand.
“No way are we going in. There’s no knowing what’s inside.” Pema was excited.
“Tenzin’s right. Lets go in. Maybe there’s a treasure chest guarded by a lonely ghost. It may like some
company in exchange for the tre—” Ugyen interrupted.
“Don’t let your imagination run wild. I don’t think there’ll be a ghost waiting for company but there might be
someone we can ask where everyone is. What do you think, Tashi?”
“Well … I don’t know. I mean, there’s no harm going in, right?” Yangchen screamed.
“Have you all gone msane? What if someone locks us in the room? What if someone kidnaps us? What if—”
“And you guys say I’m the one with wild imagmation,” muttered Pema.
“Okay, guys. Who all think it’s a good idea to go in?” Ugyen asked.
Tenzm and Perna replied together.
“I do.”
“Me too.” Ugyen said.
I was curious but at the same time afraid to go in. My curiosity took over and I agreed to go in. Yangchen
having no choice also joined us.
Tenzm went in first followed by Pema and Ugyen. Yangchen and I held hands and slowly followed them.
I could make out the furniture in the dim light. I saw something move.
I let out a scream as someone grabbed me from the back. That was no imagination. I was blindfolded and I
knew my friends were captured too.
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“Surprise, surprise!” came a chorus.
“Huh?” What was happening?
The blindfold had been taken off my eyes. The bright light blinded me. After some time my eyes got adjusted
to the light.
I could see streamers hanging down from the walls and our schoolmates staring at us. Tenzin looked confused.
“Where the hell did you all come from?”
Everyone ignored him. Leki came over to Ugyen.
“This is your birthday party.” Ugyen looked uncomfortable.
“Um … Thanks but you really shouldn’t have—” Leki cut him short.
“I wanted to.”
I found out that the room or the apartment was Leki’s. She had her own living toom, bedroom, a grand
bathroom and a huge balcony! She even had her own T.V. set and a refrigerator.
Pema and I sat on the couch and watched Tenzin and Yangchen dancing, oblivious to the dirty looks thrown by
the people around them. I couldn’t spot Ugyen.
I noticed that everyone at the party was popular except for Tenzin, Yangchen, Pema and me. Pema nudged me.
“Look, your cousin is coming over. Why don’t you introduce us?” Sonam Dorji smiled at us.
“Are you guys enjoying the party?” Pema nodded.
“Pema, this is Sonam Dorji. Sonam Dorji, this is Pema Euden.” Sonam Dorji looked interested.
“You’re the one who sings, right?” Pema nodded. Sonam grinned.
“I’m sure one day people will pay money to hear you sing.” Pema smiled.
“I hope you’re right” Sonam Dorji suddenly looked nervous.
“You fancy a dance?”
Pema looked surprised. She looked at me. I nodded. Pema looked grateful.
“Sure.”
I watched as Pema danced with Sonam Dorji. I felt everyone’s eyes on me. I knew everyone was wondering
how I got invited to the party. I fidgeted with the coke.
“Hi,” I heard someone say. Thinking it to be Ugyen, I looked up with a huge smile ready to tease him.
“Hey, you seem happy to see me.”
For a moment I could not recognize who he was. It was Tobden Dendup.
He looked really different. Maybe it was the clothes or maybe it was the expression on his face: innocent and
nervous. He looked almost cute.
He cleared his throat. I blushed furiously. I didn’t realize I had been staring at him the whole time. I suddenly
became very interested in my shoes.
“Would you like to dance?” Tobden asked earnestly.
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I was so surprised. Why would the school captain want to dance with me? I did a quick thinking; Tobden
Dendup would never ask me to dance unless he wanted revenge for calling him ugly. I didn’t know what to say.
“I can’t, I um … have to finish this coke.”
I knew that was the lamest excuse in the history of excuses. Tobden looked amused.
“Just let me know when you’re finished.”
Tobden and I stood side by side. We didn’t talk. I sipped my coke slowly. I had to make it last forever.
A song finished and another one started. Sonam Dorji and Pema were laughing and dancing. I spotted Ugyen
with Leki. He looked bored!
Another song started. I couldn’t bear it any longer.
“I just said you were ugly just to shut Sonam Dorji up.” I blurted out. “I’m sorry if I offended you in any way.”
Tobden brightened up.
“So you don’t think I’m ugly?” I felt uncomfortable.
“Uh … no.” There was a long uncomfortable silence. Tobden broke the silence.
“This is the last song they’re playing. Want to dance?”
What? I’d told him the truth but he still didn’t forgive me? He still wanted to embarrass me? I was about to tell
him the “finishing-the-coke” excuse again when I saw Ugyen leaving the room. I stood up.
“I need to go to the bathroom.”
“I’ll be waiting,” said Tobden as I walked away. At least the excuse was better this time.
I followed Ugyen. I knew that Tobden had seen me. Tobden knew that I had lied to him, but I didn’t care. I had
told him that I hadn’t meant to call him ugly, I even apologized but Tobden still didn’t forgive me.
I couldn’t understand why I had lied to Tobden. I could have just told him that I had to talk to Ugyen about
something.
I ran after Ugyen. I called him but he didn’t seem to hear me. I followed him through the front door.
“Hey! Ugyen, wait up!” I called out. Ugyen turned around.
“Thank god. It’s you, Tashi. I thought Leki was following me.” I smiled.
“So, you afraid of Leki?” Ugyen smiled back.
“She scares me to death. I got away from her when she was distracted by the news of her uncle coming.”
“Now you have to admit, Leki likes you.” I teased. Ugyen rolled his eyes.
“It’s not so big a deal.” I couldn’t believe what he was saying.
“What? Not so big a deal? You’re going to be the most popular guy in school!” Ugyen replied,
“I don’t care about being popular. Anyway, I’m not going to ask Leki out.”
“'That’s a good choice, man.” Sonam Dorji slapped Ugyen on his back. Pema agreed.
“Yeah, those “L girls” think that they can have any guy they want. Ugyen, it’s time you show them they’re
wrong.”
“Hey! What are you two doing here?” I asked. Perna smiled.
“Just came for a bit of fresh air a while ago.” I was hurt.
“You could have asked me to join you.” Sonam Dorji grinned.
“Pema was about to invite you along when we saw that you were busy with Topden.” I was furious at my
cousin.
“It’s entirely your fault. Tobden thinks that I really meant it when I said he was ugly.” Sonain Dorji gave a sly
grin.
“My cousin thinks Tobden is cute. Tashi and Tobden, sitting on a tree, K-I-S-S-I-N-G.” Perna and Ugyen
joined in.
I couldn’t believe they were teasing me with the school captain.
“Listen, you guys. Guys like him don’t have interests in girls like me. He is nothing but a jerk.”
I told them about how keen he was on taking revenge because of the whole “I think you’re ugly” comment.
Sonam Dorji looked like he was going to say something in Tobden’s defense when Yangchen and Tenzin came.
“You guys are here. We’ve been looking for you guys everywhere,” Yangchen said. She looked a little tensed.
“Listen, I have something to say. My—” She stopped as her gaze fell on Sonam Dorji
“Hey, I’m Yangchen. You’re Tashi’s cousin, right?”
“Yeah. I’m Sonam Dorji.”
“Hey, captain,” Tenzin greeted. Sonam Dorji smiled at him.
“Hi. I better go inside, see what all the fuss is about.” He winked at Pema.
“Catch you up later.” Yangchen looked at us.
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“I need to tell you this. My parents are going to get a divorce.”\fn{ The text has this as a single sentence, the first part of
which ends this chapter, the second part beginning chapter ten. The same thing occurs between chapters 15 and 16. I have emended the text
on the grounds of incompatable machine-readability. It is an interesting literary technique, but here the Protocol coms first:H }
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Tenzin put his arms around her.
“I’m so sorry.” Pema looked angry.
“You can’t let this happen.” Yangchen smiled.
“That’s what my mind keeps saying but deep inside, I know that I’m being selfish. Everyone has their right to
live including my parents. If they’re not happy together, it’s better to be separated. I’m happy as long as they’re
happy.” I was so amazed at her bravery, I blurted out without thinking. '
“I have a confession to make. I don’t have a dad.”
I felt so free I didn't even feel worried about my friends liking me or not. Pema gave me a hug.
“We know.” I was startled.
“What? I've never told you—” Ugyen cut me short.
“You never did but we figured it out, considering the fact that some of our classmates know about your dad.”
“You're not mad at me for being fatherless or at least for not telling you?” I looked at them.
Yangchen suddenly became very furious. I should have known better than tell them about my dad. But wait!
They said they knew about it but why was Yangchen so angry? Yangchen’s eyes were filled with tears.
“What in the world are you talking about? We are your friends, for god’s sake, Tashi. We like you for who you
are. As for keeping the whole thing secret, why should we be mad at you for keeping a secret? Everyone has the
right to keep a secret.” Tenzin, Ugyen and Pema nodded.
I was dumbstruck. What Yangchen said was totally true. All of a sudden I felt my eyes prickling. My vision
blurred and I found myself crying.
“I’m so sorry, guys. It’s been so long since I had friends. I’ve totally forgotten the value of friendship. I’m so
glad you’re my friends. I love you all.”
We all hugged each other. Yangchen and I cried. Pema, Ugyen and Tenzin looked like they had just eaten a
lemon. We could have gone on hugging each other forever if Lekzom hadn’t interrupted us.
“What are you freaks doing here?” She looked disgusted. She looked relieved to see Ugyen.
“Leki sent me to find you. Her uncle’s going to sing, come on.”
She dragged Ugyen up the stairs. All he could do was shrug helplessly.
“Lets go inside,” Perna said. Tenzin shook his head.
“No, I'm going to stay here. I’ve got a bit of headache from all that loud music.”
Yangchen also decided to stay back. I gave Yangchen a hug.
“I’m really sorry about your parents.” She smiled.
“Don’t be.” I grinned.
“Did I ever tell you that you’re the bravest person I ever met?” Yangchen laughed.
“No. This has to be the first time.”
Pema and I entered Leki's apartment. A man around his 30’s was standing on the table and singing a song I’d
never heard of. Everyone was dancing around the table and singing along with him.
Sonam Dorji saw us and signaled us to join him. I admit, if this happened one month earlier, before I had any
friends, I’d be shocked out of my wits.
*
Yangchen’s mom came to pick us up. Yangchen’s mom looked different now that I knew about the divorce.
She looked old and tired.
“Did you girls have fun?”
“It was a great party,” Yangchen said cheerfully.
“Yeah,” I agreed.
We got into the car and waved at Sonam Dorji, Pema, Ugyen and Tenzin who were being dropped off by
Tenzin’s dad.
“Thanks for the ride, aunty.” I said as I got out of the car.
“No problem,” Yangchen’s mom said.
“See you tomorrow. Bye,” I said to Yangchen. Yangchen waved.
“Bye.” I couldn’t stop noticing a shining red sports car in the parking lot.
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I climbed up the stairs to the apartment, opened the door and went inside. Guess whom I saw? I saw Leki’s
uncle sitting on my couch!
11
All of a sudden, lots of questions started coming to my mind. What was he doing here? What does he want?
What if he thought I stole something from Leki’s house? What if Leki’s house was on fire and Leki thought it was
me who started the fire? What if—?
Leki’s uncle interrupted my thoughts.
“Oooh! You look so much like your mother.”
I stared at him. Was this man crazy? I don’t look one bit like my mother.
Leki’s uncle looked like he was lost in memories. I was about to grab the chance to go to my room but
unfortunately my mom came in with two cups of coffee.
What if my mom was dating this guy? It couldn’t be! He was way too young for her and he’s not just any guy,
he’s Leki’s uncle! Mom smiled at me.
“Oh! You’re back. How was Leki’s party?”
“Great.” Leki’s uncle smiled at me.
“Are you a friend of Leki’s?”
“Um … yeah.”
Not. But it was kind of hard explaining—Leki invited Ugyen because she likes him and he got us invited. My
mom put the cups on the table.
“Sit down, Tashi, I’ve, I mean, we’ve got something to tell you.”
Oh my god! My mom was going to tell me that she was marrying this man. How could she? She never even
told me she was seeing this guy, but—wait! Leki told us that her uncle had just arrived from the US.
I sat down. I must have looked confused. Leki’s uncle said.
“We know you’re confused but we’ll explain everything.”
My mom looked really tired. She gave a huge sigh. She avoided looking at me straight in the eye.
“Tashi, I’m sorry I didn’t tell you about this, this is your father.”
I didn’t know what to say. I knew she was going to marry him but I didn’t know why she hadn’t said anything
about seeing him. My mom sighed again.
“This is your birth father.” Leki’s uncle or my so-called father said,
“Let me explain it to you all from the beginning. It all began when I was 18. I was the black sheep of my
family. My parents never said it out loud but I knew they wished that they had only one son, Kencho, my elder
brother and Leki’s father. I wasn’t good at anything. Not at studies, not at sports, not at talking to people. Kencho
was good at everything. At twenty, he was managing the family business.
“I so desperately wanted to prove to my parents that I too was of some good. I studied really hard in class 12.
My parents were so surprised when I got a chance to try out for a scholarship. For the first time in my life, my
parents were proud of me, I promised myself to get that scholarship no matter what.” He sighed and continued.
“Then I met this wonderful girl. She was pretty, smart and funny. She was artistic too, that’s what attracted me
to her most.
“I’ll never be able to forget the day I went for the scholarship interview. I knew I had a good chance of getting
the scholarship.” He looked rather tired, but continued.
“Then I got a phone call. It was from the love of my life. I thought she was calling to wish me good luck but
she was calling to say that she was pregnant with my child. I was not strong enough to fight off my pride. I made
the greatest mistake ever. I hung up on her.”
Whoa! That was a great story. I didn’t get it, though. I mean, my mom had told me that they got married and
had me but this story was different. Why was he telling me this story? Before I got lost in my thoughts, Leki’s
uncle continued with the story.
“I got the scholarship. My parents were really proud that I convinced myself that I made the right choice, I
went to the US to start all over, but I was never able to forget her. After thinking a lot about it, I knew that I, at
least, owed her a phone call. That was about a year after my departure.” His eyes sparkled with tears.
I still didn’t see the connection between the story and me. However, I let him continue, not that I had any
choice.
“I called at her house.. Her cousin answered and heard the most devastating news. She had committed suicide.
Without saying anything, I hung up. It’s entirely my fault. I was so caught up in competing with my brother that I
sacrificed the person I cared about the most.
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“I drowned my grief and pain in drinks. It was Carrie who helped me out. We were in the same college. I’m
now married to her and we have a five-year old son, Matt.
“My parents were not happy with our marriage. I’d learnt my lesson by trying to please them. I wasn’t going to
let them take away my second love.”
I just stared at him. This was getting way too freaky. Why was this man telling me his life story? He went on.
“One day, I got an e-mail saying that my child was still alive and that she was adopted by a nice woman.”
Before he could continue, I blurted out,
“You don’t possibly think that I’m your daughter, do you?”
Then I felt myself turning red. How could I possibly say that? What could be more embarrassing? He was just
telling me his story. Leki’s uncle reached his hand out to mine.
“I don’t think you’re my daughter.” He paused. “I know you’re my daughter.”
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“What!!!” I couldn’t help but laugh. The whole thing seemed really funny.
“That was funny. You can’t be my dad, because I already have one who’s away. My mom isn’t dead, she’s right
here.” I pointed to my mom who had been sitting ever so quietly the whole time. My mom looked down at her
feet.
“I’m sorry but what your dad said is true.”
“This can’t be right. Please tell me you guys are trying to fool me,” I pleaded.
“Tashi, this is true,” said my mom firmly. “I’ll give you two some time alone.” She left the room.
“Tashi, I’m so sorry I left you and your mother. I’ll make it up to you, I promise,” Leki's uncle (I’m still not
sure with the fact that he’s my father) said.
“Can I ask you something?” I asked.
“Sure, honey.” It was really weird having a stranger call me honey.
“What’s my mom’s name?”
“Tashi, Tashi Choden, you were named after her.” It was getting weirder, having the same name as my mother.
“Kinga Pedey is a wonderful woman. She took care of you for 14 years. I’m going to repay her somehow.
Tashi, I’ve some really good news.” He looked really excited.
“I’m here to take you to the US with me. Carrie and Matt will love you.” I didn’t get it.
“Why, why after 14 years?”
“That is because I got the e-mail just two months ago. It was from your mother’s cousin. She had been clearing
up after your grandmother died. She somehow came over my e-mail address. She decided that I deserved to know
about my child.
“She had written that she never got to tell me that Tashi died after giving birth to you. I knew she was too kind
to kill both herself and you. She wrote that your grandmother put you up for adoption. She had no other
information about Kinga except her name.
“I had to make a lot of phone calls before I got Kinga’s number. I called her five days ago and came here. I
wanted to meet you as soon as I got here but Leki forced me to come to her party.”
I didn’t say anything, neither did he. He just stared at me. I felt really uncomfortable so I started looking at my
feet.
“And oh!” he said, “I was thinking of giving Kinga a present; what do you think I should give her?”
“You could buy her the apartment.”
I didn’t know why I said that. I guess it was because she was always complaining about the rising house rent.
“That’s a perfect gift!” my dad squealed. “Get your stuff packed. We’re going day after tomorrow.”
*
What? We were going in two days? Was I supposed to be happy? Well, I’m not so sure.
After my dad left, I sat down on the couch and did some really serious thinking. All that time I thought I didn’t
have a father but the truth was, I didn’t have a mother. I didn’t know who I was anymore. My whole life had been
a lie.
I felt a rush of anger at my mom, I mean, Kinga Pedey. She never told me the truth. She might not have loved
me at all. She just took care of me all these years pretending to be a caring mother just because she felt pity on
me.
Pity and love are two totally different words, mind you. I know I should be grateful that she took me in when
no one wanted me. But if she loved me, she should have known that I would have wanted her to tell me the truth.
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If she had a little respect for me, she would have told me the truth when my dad called five days back. But why
should she? I was just a piece of dump she picked up.
I had to figure out who I was. My mother committed suicide. My grandmother didn’t want me, so she put me
up for adoption. A woman, who is not related to me, felt sorry and adopted me. I was told that she was my mother
and my father left me.
Then out of the blue, a man comes along and says that he’s my father and that I was adopted. And I’m
supposed to leave with him to the US in two days. Whoa! That’s a lot of information about myself for a night.
Hmm … I was named after my mother … oh my god! I forgot to ask what my dad’s name is. How stupid of
me! I don’t even know my father’s name!
I decided to ask Kinga Pedey. I went to her room; she was sitting on her bed crying. As soon as she saw me she
wiped her tears. For a split second, I felt sorry for her, but then again she was feeling sorry for me.
“I’m so sorry I didn’t tell you the truth,” she said. “I thought it would be better if your father told you the truth.
You’re not mad at me, are you?”
“No, I’m not,” and I couldn’t help adding, “I don’t have the right to be angry at you, you’re not my mom.”
Before she could react, I quickly asked.
“What’s my dad’s name?”
"Jigme … Jigme Wartgchuk.”
I went to my room without looking at her. I wanted to draw a picture of my dad. But it didn’t feel right. He was
too young and handsome to be my dad.
I couldn’t find my drawing book. I shouted,
“Did someone enter my room?” Kinga Pedey came in and responded.
“Rinchen and Kesang said they needed to get something from your room.” She opened her mouth to say
something but closed it again and left the room. I closed the door and called Sonam Dorji’s house. Kesang picked
the phone.
“Hello.”
“Hello, this is Tashi. Why’d you take my book?”
“Look, Tashi. Its—”
“Oh! So you’re just doing this to me because I’m not your cousin.”
“Tashi, what are you talking about?”
“You don’t know what I’m talking about? Well, I’ll tell you. I’m not your cousin, your aunt is not my mother,
and I’m adopted!”
“What—”
I hung up before she could say anything else.
I got into bed and tried to read Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows for the fourth time. I didn’t understand a
word. So I closed the book and tried to get some sleep.
The phone woke me up. I picked it up.
“Hello, Tashi? It’s me, Leki, your cousin. I called to invite you to my party. It’s at three p.m. Uncle Jigme’s
going to be there. You’re coming, right!”
“Sure.”
I hung up the phone feeling dazed. Leki called again.
“Tashi, I’ll come and get you at your house at about 11 o’clock. We’ll go shopping, just the two of us.”
“Okay.”
I couldn’t believe it. Leki actually wanted to go shopping with me. Not with Ugyen, not with the other girls,
just with me!
*
I wore shorts with a red T-shirt. Kinga Pedey had made fried rice but I made myself a sandwich and gobbled it
down.
It was 10:45 when I went outside to wait for Leki. She came in the same sports car my dad had come in. And
guess what? She was driving!
13
As soon as I got in the car, Leki started talking.
“Your dad gave me some money for us to spend.” I smiled at Leki.
“Nice car.”
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“It’s your dad’s, I borrowed it. My dad has a really bad taste in cars.” Leki looked really excited. “This is the
first time uncle Jigme came to Bhutan.” She laughed at herself.
“I mean that’s the first time I've seen him in Bhutan. I go visit him, Carrie and Matt in the US, but he never
comes here.”
We were stuck in the traffic jam. Leki looked at me.
“You know, Tashi. You’re really lucky. Uncle Jigme is the best. My dad’s not so bad but,” she rolled her eyes,
“totally old fashioned.”
We started moving slowly.
“When uncle Jigme told me about you last night, I couldn’t figure out who you were. He told me that you
came to my party. I had to let uncle Jigme go through last year’s school magazine. When he pointed at your
picture, I sure was surprised.” She gave a superior look. “Who would have guessed we were first cousins?”
I studied the car in front of us. It had a unique shine.
“How’d you get my number?” I asked. Her face brightened up.
“I got it from Ugyen. H’s just great. I invited him to my party but I also had to invite those freaks—” I
interrupted her.
“I am one of them too. Anyway did you tell him that I was your cousin?”
“Yeah, I did. You don’t have to thank me. What are cousins for?” She made a disgusted face.
“You need to stay away from those freaks.”
I suddenly felt tired. The traffic jam cleared. Leki was chattering about how great the party was going to be.
*
After trying on lots of clothes, Leki decided to buy a red dress, two tops and a pair of expensive high heels.
She forced me to buy a black skimpy dress and silver flats. She let me have the flats I liked; she said.
“With height like yours, you won’t need heels.”
Then we went to Taj Tashi. Till that time, I did not even dare look at the grand hotel. My world was changing.
I ate two plates of spaghetti. And guess what Leki ate? Two slices of tomato, two slices of cucumber, and a leaf
of lettuce!
I would never starve myself just to have a skinny body. I mean, what’s the whole point of being born when you
eat nothing but the most disgusting food?
For dessert, I had a strawberry ice cream. Leki had an ice Popsicle, and she licked it as though it was better
than anything!
It was one in the afternoon when we reached Leki’s house. My dad and Leki’s parents had gone out for lunch.
We went up to Leki's room and Leki got dressed. Leki looked super hot in her red dress and high heels. She pulled
her hair up in a bun leaving strands of hair that she curled.
When she finished, she looked in the mirror. Then she gave a look of horror.
“I look so fat!”
Huh? I thought that the “L girls” were more than happy about how they looked.
“Leki, you’re the skinniest person I’ve seen who looks good.” Leki gave me a sincere smile.
“You’re right. I’m so glad you’re my cousin. You’re so honest unlike my other friends. They only pretend to
like me because I’m more popular and rich.” I put my arms around her.
“You want to know why people like you? They like the way you carry yourself that shouts: ‘I look good and I
know it!’ It’s your attitude they like.” She gave me a hug.
“You are so right. I never knew you were so cool. Sorry for what I did in the past. No hard feelings, okay?” I
smiled.
“Okay.”
Leki put some kind of hair cream on my hair. It made my hair look glossier. Leki helped me put on my new
dress. She also gave me a full make-up job. I loved it. She made me look like I had big dark eyes and she did this
subtle line on each side of my face so I actually looked like I had cheekbones.
I looked, well … beautiful. I’m not bragging or anything but I just looked great. I asked Leki,
“It’s almost time for the party, aren’t you going to get your place ready?”
“It’s all taken care of, Tashi. Anyway, the party is not in my room it is in the ballroom.”
Oh my god! She had a ballroom in her house! I didn’t know what to say.
“Hun?”
“Oh! It’s just a room we use for parties,” Leki said. “My dad even made a little stage there for today.”
We went downstairs to the ballroom. It was huge with a stage at the end of the room. The “small stage” was
huge too. There were streamers and .balloons on the ceiling. The food was at the other end of the room.
On the stage there were two guitars, a piano, a drum set and a mike.
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After a while I saw some people coming. Dechen was among them. She came running towards me as soon as
she saw me. She kissed me on both my cheeks.
“You look wonderful. I’m so glad we’re best friends.”
Before I could say anything, Leki dragged me away with her towards a group of popular kids from class ten.
Leki introduced me to them. I grabbed the chance to walk away when everyone was complimenting Leki.”
14
I spotted Sonam Dorji and Perna. talking. Hrnm... they’d make a good couple. I looked around the room for
the others. I saw Tenzin, Yangchen and Ugyen at the end of the room.
I heard someone call my name on the mike. It was Leki .up on the stage. I went up. Leki held my hand.
“This is my cousin, Tashi Choden. She is the best. She’s going to the US tomorrow so, this party is a kind of
farewell for her.”
Everyone in the room stared at me. I bet most .of them didn’t even know that I was in the same school with
them.
Leki held my hand as we went down the stage. Some of the captains started talking to me, or it was more like
bragging. Tobden Dendup came towards me.
“Can I have a word with you … alone?”
“Sure.”
Tobden and I went outside and sat on a bench. He looked at me in the eye.
“Tashi, I wanted to ask you out but I guess it’s too late now.”
I just stared at him. The day before, he was just so keen on embarrassing me, today he wanted to go out with
me? Was it because I was Leki’s cousin or did I look that beautiful? I said,
“I have to go, I have an important thing to take care of.” I stood up and went in.
I looked around the room. I spotted Leki and Ugyen together and went to them. Ugyen smiled at me.
“Hi.”
“Hi, Ugyen. Can I borrow Leki for a moment?” Ugyen walked away looking relieved. I said,
“Leki, I know you like Ugyen but let me be very honest with you. He is not the kind of guy you want to go out
with.” Leki looked shocked.
“Why?” I put my arms around her shoulder.
“My mom—I mean Kinga Pedey’s friend’s daughter, Deki—used to study in the same school with him and she
told me everything. He picks his nose all the time. His favourite show is the Power Puff Girls.”
Leki's eyes went wide.
“Gross! Tell me you’re kidding.”
“I'm not. And there’s more. He sleeps with a bunny he calls Ken as in Barbie and Ken. Once, he even sucked
his toe as a dare. He—” Leki cut me short.
“Stop! That’s enough. Does he really do that?”
I nodded innocently. Leki looked disgusted.
“I’m never going out with him. Let alone going out with him, I’m not even going to talk to him.” Just as Leki
was about to walk away my dad came towards us.
“Hey, girls.” Leki and I smiled at him.
“Tashi, did you tell Kinga you’re here?” I shook my head.
“Don’t worry. I’ll call.” He went out of the room with the cell phone in his hand.
“Tashi; can I talk to you?”
I turned around to see Sonam Dorji. Leki looked astonished.
“You know him?”
“Of course I do. He is … I mean he was my cousin.” Sonam took me aside.
“Kesang and Rinchen told me you weren’t speaking to them. They didn’t steal your drawing book; they
entered it in. a competition. They didn’t tell you this because it was supposed to be a surprise.”
What had I done? How could I? They loved me, they wanted me to be happy and I thought they stole my book.
“Thanks for letting me know.” I hugged him. “Thanks for being my cousin. Um … can you do me a. favor?”
Sonam Dorji looked at me straight in the eye.
“You name it.” I took a deep breath.
“Tenzin is really a good football player. Since you’re the captain, can you let him play for at least one game?
Just give him a chance.”
“I’ll do it for you. I thought he didn’t play well.”
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“I know he would give his best. You won’t regret it.”
I looked around the room for Leki. Finally I saw her with Laksmi. I tapped on Leki's shoulder.
“I need to say some thing to you.” Leki turned around and smiled.
“Shoot.”
“Leki, I think you should let Pema sing at your party.”
“Who?” I pointed at Perna who was sitting with Ugyen.
“Oh, that weirdo?” I nodded.
“What makes you think I’m gonna let her sing at my party?”
“She has a horrible voice. Well, you have the chance to embarrass her.”
Leki’s face lit up. Laksmi spoke up.
“I heard she has a pretty good voice.” I laughed.
“If she had a pretty good voice, wouldn’t she be selected for the concert? She tries every year.”
Leki dragged me away from Laksmi who was looking kind of hurt. The “L girls” get hurt! Who would have
known that?
“That is a fantastic idea, Tashi.” Leki ran up to the stage and picked up the mike.
“Pema, come up here.”
Leki pointed at Pema who looked stunned. Leki looked impatient.
“Hello, are you deaf? I said, come up here.”
Pema slowly made her way up to the stage. Pema wasn't the kind of girl who listens to people but the “L girls”
are an exception. Leki said.
“People, this girl here is going to sing. So, listen up.”
Everyone’s eyes were on Pema. She took the mike from Leki.
“This song I wrote is dedicated to Tashi Choden, my friend.”
Then she sang. Everyone in the room was silent. Perna sang this wonderful song about our friendship. When
she finished, everyone in the room started clapping. Even the “L girls” couldn’t stop themselves. I went up on the
stage and hugged Pema.
“This is a gift from me to you.”
Perna smiled. She gave me the mike and went down the stage. I knew I had to say what I had to say.
“I have this feeling that most of you know that I’m adopted. I have this funny feeling that all of you with an
exception of a few people would have made fun of me if I weren’t Leki’s cousin.”
Out of the comer of my eye I saw my dad come in and smile at me. I smiled back at him.
“My dad is an amazing person. From the moment he knew where I was, he came rushing here just for me.
“And Leki, she’s, well, like all of us. I bet you all like her just because she’s popular. I like her too, not because
she’s popular, but because she’s a human being just like the rest us. Leki’s so caught up in being popular that she
totally forgot who she is. Someone rightly said that being popular is not a privilege but a job.”
I looked at the crowd. My friends and my father smiled at me proudly. Leki had a confused look. I continued.
“Before this party, no one even knew who I was but everyone just loves me right now. My ex-best friend,
Dechen Yangzom didn’t want to be my friend. She said I was not cool and today, there’s a change of mind. Why is
that? Let me take a wild guess. Is it because I’m Leki’s cousin?” I looked at Dechen who was turning scarlet.
“Dechen, we were never friends to start with. Friends care about the person inside us. They will be there for us
no matter what.”
Dechen covered her face with her hands and ran out of the room. I kind of felt sorry for her but she deserved it.
I looked at Perna, Ugyen, Tenzin and Yangchen.
“I’m the luckiest girl ever because I’ve some real great friends. They made me realize that I’m not alone. They
taught me that nobody’s perfect. They taught me that friendship is not always when the same people come
together, it’s when different people enjoy their differences.”
15
Everyone in the room looked amazed. I couldn’t believe it. Leki started clapping! Then everyone started
joining her. I caught sight of Tobden Dendup clapping along with the crowd. I was feeling so confident that I
couldn’t help saying,
“You’ll never guess what Tobden Dendup, our school captain, said to me. He said that he wanted to go out
with me. No one would have ever guessed that, considering the fact that he was so much into taking revenge on
me yesterday. That was just because I said he wasn’t cute. And he wants to go out with me today? You are such a
jerk, Tobden.”
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Lekzom gave Tobden a disgusting look: He went out of the room with Sonam Dorji following him. I put the
mike down and went down the stage to my friends. Everyone stared at me. I said.
“You guys have always been there for me and I owe you all something special.
“Pema, now everyone knows you are a good singer. You’ll be in the school concert for sure. Jenzin, now you
will get the chance to play football this weekend. I know you’ll do great. Ugyen, I got rid of Leki for you.”
“Thanks,” they all chorused. I turned to Yangchen.
“Yangchen, I couldn’t think of anything to give you. You’re just perfect.” Yangchen laughed.
“Nobody’s perfect. Anyway, you can just give me a hug.” I smiled and hugged her.
“I must go back home. Kinga Pedey must be worried.” I waved at them and asked my dad to drop me home.
*
I was packing my clothes when the phone rang.
“Tashi. It’s me, Sonam Dorji. I heard what you said about Tobden.”
“It’s good you know the truth.”
“Truth? I’ll tell you the truth. He likes you, Tashi. I asked you how cute he was because he asked me to. He
liked you before he knew you were Leki’s cousin.”
“He likes me just because I’m Leki’s cousin.”
“No, he doesn’t. He didn’t even know you were Leki’s cousin until today.”
“I didn’t too!”
“Well, he liked you before that and he wasn’t trying to embarrass you, he just wanted to dance with you.”
What had I done? The more I thought about it, the more it made sense. Why would anybody try to embarrass
me by asking me to dance? He doesn’t even know what a terrible dancer I am. I guess he liked me before he knew
I was Leki’s cousin. He tried talking to me many times.
I knew I owed him an apology. I called Sonam Doiji and asked his number. I dialed Tobden.
“Hello. May I speak to Tobden?”
“It’s me.”
“I’m Tashi. I called to say that I’m really sorry. Sonam Doiji told me everything.”
“It’s okay. Anyway, since you’re going tomorrow, can I come over before you’re gone?”
“Sure, see you in the morning.”
“Bye.”
“Bye.”
Oh! I still couldn’t believe Tobden Dendup liked me. And he was coming over to my house.
Pema called me and asked if Ugyen, Tenzin, Yangchen, and she could come over the next morning. I tried to
sleep but couldn’t. I went to the choeshom (altar room). Kinga Pedey had fallen asleep there. She was hugging a
photo. Her eyes were red from crying. I took the photo from her hands. It was a photo of her and me. I thought a
lot about it and was finally asleep.
*
My alarm beeped at six in the morning. I heard my dad and Kinga Pedey talking in the sitting room. I got up
and got dressed. As soon as I finished eating my breakfast, my dad gave me a hot pink dress, which he said, was
sent to me by Leki.
Rinchen, Kesang and Sonam Dorji, Uncle Namgay, Aunty Chuki and Angay Dawa all came to see me. They
gave me the best gift. A drawing set.
I had won the second prize for the drawing contest. They hugged me and went since Uncle Namgay and Aunty
Chuki had to attend an important meeting.
Ugyen, Pema, Tenzin and Yangchen came after a while. Tobden Dendup came after them.
All of them had something to give me. Pema gave me a tape, which had songs she had written for me. Tenzin
and Yangchen gave me a photo album, which had photos of me with them. Tobden Dendup gave me a beautiful
necklace. Ugyen gave me a bracelet, which said Best Friends Forever.
I hugged them all. Yangchen and I cried. Pema looked as if she ate a sour grape.
“Please don’t go, Tashi. You won’t get good friends there, you won’t be happy there, you won’t—” Yangchen
nudged Pema.
“Pema! Stop that. Tashi, you’re going to be fine there. You’re a great friend and—”
Yangchen couldn’t continue, she burst out crying. I couldn’t help but cry. I hugged Yangchen. Ugyen continued
Yangchen’s sentence,
“And we’ll never ever forget you.” Tenzin smiled.
“Hey, if you get any cute friends there, call me. I’d love to meet them.” We laughed.
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We hugged each other for a long time. I cried when my dad said it was time to go. Kinga Pedy was crying too.
She said,
“Tashi, can, I have a word with you alone?”
I nodded. We went to her room. She said,
“Tashi, I’ve got a gift for you. It will be very precious for you. I don’t know if you’ll be angry at me.”
She gave me a photo. The photo was of a girl who looked around 18. She looked like the way I looked at
Leki’s party. She was really pretty. Kinga Pedy looked like she was holding back her tears.
“She’s your mother.”
16
Kinga Pedey looked really guilty.
“I’m really sorry I couldn’t give it to you before. I just didn’t have the strength. Today I had no choice but give
it to you. We might not meet ever again.”
I could feel tears running down my cheeks. I hugged her. She hugged me back tightly.
“It’s time for you to go. You might miss your flight.”
I prostrated three times in the choeshom. I went to the living room where my dad was waiting. I hugged
everyone.
My dad helped me put my luggage in the car. I got in the car. I was crying my heart out. I couldn’t stop myself.
I waved at Kinga Pedey andd my friends.
The car started. We waited for the watchman to open the gate. I got out of the car and ran back home.
My dad called out my name and was following me. I didn’t know what I was going to do. I didn’t know why I
was doing that. All I knew was; that was what I really wanted.
I ran up the stairs to the apartment. I opened the door to see Kinga Pedey and Yangchen crying. The others
were comforting them. Tobden saw me.
“Hey! What are you doing here?” The others looked in my direction. Tenzin pinched himself and screamed out
loud.
“Aww!! I’m not dreaming.” Kinga Pedey asked.
“Did you forget something?” Then my dad rushed in.
“Why’d you run away?” Everybody looked at me.
“I don’t know. I guess I don’t want to leave home.” My dad said.
“But why? You’ve got a family there.” I looked at Kinga Pedey.
“I already have one.” My dad was crying.
“This is probably what I get for abandoning you and your mother. I know how you feel because no one likes to
go somewhere new, leaving people they love.” I hugged him. I was crying.
“I’m sorry.” He sobbed.
“No, I’m sorry. You can stay here. We’ll come and visit you sometimes. I have to go. I might miss my flight.”
We hugged again. He hugged Kinga Pedey and went out. I said to my friends,
“I’m not going. I’ll never find friends like you anywhere.” Pema, smiled.
“Tenzin, Tobden! You have to give me Nu.50 each. I told you she was going to come back.” I laughed.
“I’m sorry I came back.” Tobden looked at me in the eye.
“It’s all worth it.” Yangchen was still crymg.
“I’m not going anywhere, but guys, can I still keep the presents?”
*
Tobden Dendup took us out for lunch. During lunch I noticed that Ugyen looked really worried. Pema asked,
“What’s up, Ugyen?” He replied,
“I’ve got something to tell you. I am moving away … to Samtse.”
Everyone was surprised. We were all asking questions at the same time. Ugyen said.
“Whoa! Stop. My brother’s got a transfer there. I need to go with him.”
I didn’t know what to say. I just put my arm around Yangchen who was crying. Tobden looked uncomfortable.
I guess it was because he didn't know what to do since he didn’t know us very well. Perna said,
“You can’t go, You just can’t. You can live with me.” Tenzin and Ugyen laughed. Tenzin said,
“Yeah. He can sleep under your bed and eat in your cupboard.” Tobden and Ugyen laughed. All I could say
was,
“When are you going?” Ugyen replied.
“I’m sorry I didn’t tell you before, but I’m going at the end of the year.” All of us gasped. Yangchen said,
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“Why didn’t you, tell us before?” Ugyen replied.
“Well, I wanted to tell you about this a long, long time ago but everyone was so sad about Tashi going away, I
didn’t want to make you all sadder.”
All of us hugged Ugyen.
*
It was getting dark, so all of us went home. As soon as I reached home, I locked myself in my room. I wanted
to get Ugyen’s present ready. It was a special present. I wanted to start as early as I could. So, I started drawing.
I went to bed early and thought about what I’d been through. I knew that what I had been through was nothing
compared to what Kinga Pedey had been through. She had been through all these pain and sacrifices fot me.
I knew that I at least owed her a hug. I climbed out of bed and went into the kitchen. Kinga Pedey was washing
the dishes. She said,
“Oh! What are you doing here in your pajamas?” I just hugged her.
“Thank you.” Kinga Pedey—I mean, my mom—just smiled.
“Why?” I looked into her eyes.
“Thank you for being the best mom ever.” She said,
“Thank you for being the best daughter ever.”
17
We finished our annual exams and all of us did well. I now had more friends. I guess that was because of the
“speech” or maybe I looked at life in a more positive way.
You might think that “the L girls” might have changed or been good to me. But you’re wrong. They were back
to who they were.
I guess I won’t be too sad about Ugyen going. I know that he’s the one who taught me how to make friends. He
taught me how to stand up for myself. He made me learn that I was special. But I learnt to let go. I guess part of
loving is learning to let go.
You might think that Tobden is the perfect guy. But, no, he’s not. That is the reason why I like him. …
\fn{Pages 130 and 131 are missing from my copy of this book:H}
… and gray kira with a grey tegho a black wonghu and black flats. Ogren was wearing a pantshi gho and black
Nike shoes. Tobden was wearing a gray gho with red converse. Tenzin was wearing black gho with black
superstars. Tobden said sarcastically.
“Where’s Tashi, Yangchen? And who’s this pretty lady?” I laughed.
“Come on, let’s go.”
We went to the auditorium. The hall was crowded. There were snacks at the end of the room. Space had been
cleared for us to dance. The hall had been decorated. There was a big banner that said THE WINTER DANCE.
Soft music was playing in the auditorium. One of the teachers came on stage and asked if there were anyone
who wanted to perform on stage. We all forced Pema to sing. She sang the song Ngota Dahzin, by Tshering Dorji.
Tobden and Tshering, a girl from my class, played the guitars.
Everyone went wild when Pema started singing. She was smiling so broadly when she finished her song, I
thought something was going to happen to her jaw.
We hugged Perna when she came down the stage. Yangchen was in tears. She said to Perna,
“I’m so proud of you.” I hugged Pema.
“You were great out there.”
“Thanks,” she said.
“Hey! What about me?”
I turned around. It was Tobden. I smiled.
“You were hmmm … not too bad.” I knew that in a while, I’d be crying so I wanted to have all the fun I could
with Ugyen. I knew that we were going to meet on vacations and all, but it still wouldn’t be the same. …\fn{Pages
134 and 135 are also missing from my text, but after that the text proceeds to its end without any lacunae:H}
… myself.
We are all different. But there is a good sjde to everyone even to people like “L girls”.
I came to realize that no one is perfect but if we try hard enough to find ourselves then we become perfect to
ourselves.
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I looked at my mother, who was in deep thought. I knew what she was thinking. I knew I made the right
decision.
I smiled, proud of myself, for finally coming home.

King Jigme Khesar Namgyel Wangchuk (reign continues from December 9, 2006) and Queen Jetsun Pema
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The National Memorial Buddhist Temple Chorten (Seat of Faith), Thimphu, Thimphu District, Bhutan
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A Buddhist temple in Thimphu (12th century), Thimphu District, Bhutan
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The Tashichoedzong (The Fortress of Glorious Religion), Thimpu, Thimpu District, Bhutan: three views
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The Dechen Phodrang Monastery, Thimpu, Thimpu District, Bhutan: two views

The Zango Perli Buddhist Temple, Phuenatsholing, Chukha District, Bhutan: below, a less cluttered view
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The welcoming arch over the border post from India into Samtse, Samtse District, Bhutan
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Their Majesties King Jigme Khesar Namgyel Wangchuk and Qujeen Jetsun Pema, with officials and the
temple construction team at the Shivalaya Temple (then building) in Samtse, Samtse District, Bhutan.

The yogi Vivekananda Saraswati (1961- ) with over than 130 priests from the districts of Samdrup
Jongkhar, Chukha, Tsirang, Dagana, Sarpang and Samtse at a temple celebration.
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Buddhist stupas, Rangjung, Trashigang District, Bhutan: detail of the temple below
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Rangjung Woesel Choeling Monastery Temple (1989), Trashigang, Trashigang District, Bhutan. Below: the
Trashigang Fortress (1651), defensive and administrative headquarters of the District: two views
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The temple of the Gangtey Monastery, nr. Phobjikha, Wangdue Phodrang District, Bhutan
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The Tongsa Monastery, Trongsa District, Bhutan

The welcoming arch over the border post from India into Samdrup Jongkhar, Sasmdrup Johgkhar
District, Bhutan
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The Pungtang Dewa Chhenbi Phodrang (The Palace of Great Happiness) (1637-38), Punakha, Punakha
District, Bhutan. Below is panoramic view of the monastery (also the old capital of Bhutan until 1955) at
the confluence of Pho Chu and Mo Chu rivers
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The Gu-ru m Tshan-brgyad Lhakhang (The Temple of the Guru With Eight Names) (1692) of the The
Taktsang Palphug Buddhist Monastery (1692), Paro District, Bhutan. It is devoted to one Padmasambhava
(the Guru Rinpoche), the man credited with introducing Buddhism into Bhutan in the 8 th century.

A small Buddhist temple near the Tseto Temple, Paro District, Bhutan
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A detail of the Taktsang Palphug Buddhist Monastery, Paro District, Bhutan
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The Jambay Temple, Jakar, Bumthang District, Bhutan

The main buildings of the Kurjey Buddhist Monastery, Bumthang Valley, Bumthang District, Bhutan
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The Zhemgang Monastery, Zhemgang District, Bhutan

The Dagana Temple and Fortress, Dagana District, Bhutan
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The Gasa Monastery and Fortress, Gasa District, Bhutan

The Shelkardra Temple, Ha, Haa District, Bhutan
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The Padmasambhava (Guru Rimpoche) Temple, Tangmachu Village, Lhuntse District, Bhutan: two views
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The Eye Shrine of Buddha, Chhali, Mongar District, Bhutan

The Yongla Monastery, Pemagatshel District, Bhutan
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A Buddhist monastery, Damphu, Tsirang District, Bhutan

A Buddhist monastery, Sarpang District, Bhutan;
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A Buddhist temple at Chorten Kora, Trashiyangtse District, Bhutan: two views
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Sir Ugen Wangchuck 1st King of Bhutan

King Jigme Wangchuck 2nd King of Bhutan
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His Majesty Jigme Dorji Wangchuck 3rd King of Bhutan

His Majesty Jigme Singye Wangchuck the Great 4th King of Bhutan
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His Majesty King Jigme Khesar Namgyal Wangchuck the reigning monarch of Bhutan.

The Crown Prince HRH Jigme Namgyal Wangchuck
▲
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